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Ustedes son los primeros que quieren aprender de nosotros. Jamás alguien nos dijo cosa semejante.
Todo el mundo quiere enseñarnos, los maestros, los padres, las madres, los doctores, los abogados,
los extensionistas, el gobierno. Todo el mundo quiere que aprendamos de ellos. Para ellos, no
sabemos nada de nada. Ustedes, en cambio, saben que sí sabemos algo que no saben y que quieren
aprender de nosotros.”
(Un Maestro Maya Tojolabale, a un grupo de investigadores que querían aprender su idioma)

“Siempre que un hombre le pega a otro hombre, no es al cuerpo al que le quiere dar, en ese puño va
el odio a una idea que lo agrede, que lo hace cambiar”
Silvio Rodriguez – Nunca he creído que alguien me odia.

Dicen que ya no sabemos nada, que somos el atraso, que nos han de cambiar la cabeza por otra
mejor.
Dicen que nuestro corazón tampoco conviene a los tiempos, que está lleno de temores, de lágrimas,
como el de la calandria, como el de un toro grande al que se degüella; que por eso es impertinente;
Dicen que algunos doctores afirman eso de nosotros; doctores que se reproducen en nuestra misma
tierra, que aquí engordan o que se vuelven amarillos….
….. No, hermanito mío. No ayudes a afilar esa máquina contra mí; acércate, deja que te conozca;
mira detenidamente mi rostro, mis venas; el viento que va de mi tierra a la tuya es el mismo; el mismo
viento respiramos; la tierra en que tus máquinas, tus libros y tus flores cuentas, baja de la mía,
mejorada, amansada.
Que afilen cuchillos, que hagan tronar zurriagos; que masen barro para desfigurar nuestros rostros;
que todo eso hagan.
No tememos a la muerte; durante siglos hemos ahogado a la muerte con nuestra sangre, la hemos
hecho danzar en caminos conocidos y no conocidos.
Sabemos que pretenden desfigurar nuestros rostros con barro; mostrarnos así, desfigurados, ante
nuestros hijos para que ellos nos maten…”
José María Arguedas – Llamado a algunos doctores
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Abstract
In the rural communities of Ayacucho, farmers are faced with implementation of irrigation
policy and a post violent conflict situation. Both of them are external forces influencing not
only irrigation management but also daily life. National policy follow donors’ neo-liberal
model, and its main goal is to ‘modernize’ irrigation in order to make it profitable. It gives
water an economic value with little emphasis on its social or cultural values. Meanwhile water
in the Andean world is not only seen as an economic good: the local values and norms ruling
daily life and irrigation activities reflect how a community is organized.
There is a post violent conflict situation taking place in Peru, after the end of the civil war
between the State and Sendero Luminoso (Shining path) by 1992. This conflict affected
irrigation activities, social structures and cultural values years ago, when people had to
abandon their homes looking for security; until today it still affects people in their daily life
even though the conflict is finished.
However, farmers react and respond to this influence and try to cope with the problem. This
research explores farmers’ responses to irrigation policy implementation in a post-armed
conflict situation. The study investigates local irrigation management, rural-urban
interconnections and community organization; and the influence of cultural values on them.
This study is carried out as a case study in the community of Ñahuimpuquio Alto and its two
irrigation committees.
Outcomes in this research state that farmers are not passive receptor of any intervention, but
that they may adopt or adapt to foreign model proposed to them, in order to ensure water
rights and to get some benefits. Subsequently, these responses deal with a ‘mimicry strategy’
proposed in the conceptual framework of the research. However this mimicry would also
affect irrigation activities and communal structure as far as the new models are internalized.
Next to this a new element affecting irrigation is being introduced called religion. But religion
is just one out of seven new elements identified in this research as a product of the migration
process within a post-violent conflict situation that affect irrigation activities, social structure
and cultural values in the community.
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Introduction to the research

Chapter 1: Introduction to the research
1.1

Introduction

Violent Conflict influences and affects how water management and irrigation activities are
developed. However, it happens not only when the conflict is about the control and usage of
water but also when no direct-water-related conflicts -for instance civil war, rebellion or
insurgency- take place. These kinds of violent conflicts between two armed groups are about
the implementation of a new political or ideological regime within a country or a specific
area. It involves and affects -not only during the conflict but also in the post-conflict stageinnocent people who do not belong to any of the two armed group but live in the area.
Therefore, in such a case farmers living in the conflict areas are involved in a violent context
within which they have to survive, satisfy their necessities and cope with their problems.
However this is not the only external factor that influences water management; other external
factors could be government policies or markets’ tendency. These external factors may also
affect people’s activities or daily life as individuals as well as a community, thus influencing
the way how they respond. These actions or responses are based on cultural values,
personalities, beliefs, economic wealth, etc. These kinds of responses are specific solutions to
a problem, a satisfaction to a specific need. The topic of this research is to describe and
understand how farmers in rural communities respond within a situation of post-armed
conflict, and a neo-liberal tendency of the current democratic regime, related to local
irrigation management, community organization and rural-urban interconnections.
In indigenous or peasant communities, farmer managed irrigation systems (FMIS) has their
origin mostly as a response to a need for water. Local irrigation management activities are
shaped by and based on social relations, cultural values, power structures and specific needs
of production (Boelens, 1998). However, the context in which indigenous people and peasants
develop their activities is frequently influenced by external global polices and modernization
trends connecting and confronting two “worlds”: The civilized or modern world and the
backward world. This confrontation produces a cultural clash that may imply not only cultural
contact but also social change, as De la Cadena (2000) states. Furthermore, Solon (2005)
states, that the present globalised world considers only the economic dimension of water, as
an economic good, ignoring its cultural value. Most of the state policies in developing
countries, like Peru, follow the globalized direction.
Regarding irrigation management, policies in Peru are following a neo-liberal model,
proposing individual water rights, water pricing, modernization of the systems and water
market. Peru is facing an ongoing Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT) process. The
government gives water users –grouped in associations- the autonomy to manage irrigation
systems, in order to reduce its expenditures in Operation and Maintenance (O&M). However,
Peru has a long tradition of FMIS since ancestral times. This way of management has been
developed throughout years and learned by generations with a large and rich history of
cultural values and beliefs, deeply rooted in people’s life and reflected in their everyday
practices. This is even more notorious in the Andean side, in small peasant/indigenous
communities where ‘modernization’ is barely present. However, these cultural values are
usually ignored by policy makers -not only in Peru but all over the world- when developing
national policy.
Besides national irrigation policy, another external factor considered by this study is the long
context of violent conflict, which took place in Peru between the government and the
rebel/communist group Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path). During this conflict entire
communities were affected, and some had to move to urban areas looking for safety. The
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Ñahuinpuquio community, located in Huanta was badly beaten by Sendero Luminoso.
Actually, the two irrigation committees which are the object of this study are, at some extent,
a product of the post-conflict government policy. The policy was about enabling the return of
people to their original areas. As a consequence, migration process together with the influence
of modernization produces a cultural clash. Therefore, these external factors, as it will be
argued in this thesis, influence irrigation activities, cultural values and at the same time shape
how farmers and communities response to them within a post armed conflict situation.
This study contributes to the knowledge about the consequences of government interventions
in FMIS within a post-violent conflict context. It also points out the relevance of cultural
values and beliefs related to local water management practices and the responses of farmers
adopting, rejecting or adapting new norms.
This research started on December 2007 with a research proposal. However the field work
was developed from February to June 2008. This period coincided with the end of the rain
season and the beginning of the dry season. At the beginning of this research work it was
expected to find a deteriorated irrigation organization and social structures seriously damaged
by the conflict. Now, at the end of the work what is found is a strong community organization
based mainly in irrigation committees. Actually this is one of the reasons for the selection of
the research area. Farmers in Ayacucho and especially in Huanta showed good organization
and strong rejection or reaction towards policy implementation during the last national
farmer’s strikes that took place in Peru. These facts are reflected in the conclusion of this
report.
This report consists of 10 chapters. The first chapter gives an introduction to the research,
states the problem definition, the objectives and the subsequent research question. This
chapter also describes some characteristic of the research area and the methodology used in
this research work. Chapter 2 defines the concepts utilized in this study in order to look at and
understand what is happening in reality at field level. The following chapters -3 to 6- presents
the findings of this research; each of them contains specific conclusions. Chapter 3 describes
local water management within the two irrigation committees. Chapter 4 describes cultural
values, traditions and local rules in the community. Chapter 5 deals with the armed conflict,
migration and its effects on water management. Chapter 6 deals with issues related to national
policy implementation at field level and its influences on local irrigation management.
Chapter 7 describes the influences of modernization and the role of agriculture in the research
area. Chapter 8 shows the final conclusions of this research work, linking findings with the
conceptual framework. Chapter 9 and 10 are the references used in this study and the annexes
to this report respectively.
1.2

Problem definition

The context in which farmers have to operate in Ayacucho is structured by a post-armed
conflict, national irrigation policy implementation, cultural contact shaping a modernization
process and the role of agriculture as a main economic activity. Government intervention or,
generally speaking, external interventions mostly propose a model which is not contextualized
in the Andean world; instead they carry with them a hegemonic culture background and the so
called ‘modernization’ (Tarwick, 2001). Local or traditional water management differs from
what the new model proposes because it is embedded in local context which is reigned by
social relations, cultural values and power structures within the community (Boelens &
Zwarteveen, 2005). However, FMIS mostly mixes this model with the local model to satisfy
their needs or sometimes just adopts the new and hegemonic model in order to progress or to
leave their backward position and reach development (Escobar, 1995).
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The irrigation system under study is a secondary canal with 2 km length and which serves two
irrigation committees located at the end of the main system. The main system has
approximately 20 km length and it serves three more committees. Within this context, many
migrants have been integrated into the committees, with different cultural backgrounds and
expectations changing roles and leadership within the committees. In addition modernization
trend, through rural-urban interconnection, is also affecting irrigation activities and cultural
values.
The information mentioned above provides relevant arguments to establish the problem
statement of this research. What is unknown for this research in the Andean communities
context are the farmers’ responses to the influence of irrigation policy implementation in a
post-armed conflict situation, the modernization tendency related to culture and irrigation
activities; and the influence of cultural values on shaping these responses.
Beside that, it is unknown, first until what extent the adoption of a new model is internalized
by farmers; and second, whether they are only using an imposed model or they are adopting it
as part of their culture.
1.3

Research Objectives

The main objective of this research is:
To describe and understand the farmers’ responses to irrigation policies implementation in a
post-armed conflict situation regarding local irrigation management, rural-urban
interconnections and community organization; and the influence of cultural values on those
processes
1.4

Research Questions

From the problem definition, by doing this research I want to answer the following main
question:
How do farmers in rural communities respond to irrigation policies in a post conflict
situation with regard to irrigation management, community organization and rural-urban
connections?
1.4.1 Sub-questions
Related to irrigation management
• How are irrigation activities locally managed?
•

What are the local institutions related to irrigation?

•

What are the irrigation policies?

•

What are the government institutions working in the areas?

•

How is the relation between government and farmers?

Related to rural-urban interaction
• What are the effects of the violent conflict on rural-urban migration?
•

How did the conflict affect irrigation activities?

•

How does migration affect irrigation activities?

•

What are the main economic activities in the area?
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•

What is the role of agriculture in the community?

•

How does modernization in a context of rural-urban interconnection affect cultural
values?

Related to community organization
• What are the social groups in the research area?

1.5

•

What are the cultural values of these groups?

•

What are the main communal institutions?

•

How are these institutions affected by policies or the conflict?

•

How do cultural values and local rules influence irrigation activities?

•

How these cultural values are affected by policies and the conflict?
The Research Area

The research area is located in the Andean side of Peru, department of Ayacucho, Province of
Huanta (Figure 1). The research is based on the study of two irrigation committees:
Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa; both of them are located within the boundaries of
Ñahuimpuquio community. Like in most of the Andean side of Peru there are two official
languages Spanish and Quechua, however the last one is more common in informal
conversations among local people. Main religions are Catholicism and evangelical
Protestantism (INEI, 2007). There is a great mixture of races in Peru, De la Cadena (2000: 17)
refers to this explaining the popular saying “En el Peru el que no tiene de Inga tiene de
Mandinga” (in Peru, the one who does not have heritage from the Inca race, may have
heritage from African race). This popular say refers to the mixture of races (Indian, white,
African, Chinese, etc) that have been taking place in the country throughout history. Despite
this fact, race discrimination still takes place in Peru. Superiority of the whites or Mestizos
over the Indians, Coastal over Andean can be noticed in daily life. However, in the
countryside of Peru, three races are identified through history for researchers and novelists1.
These races are Indian, Mestizo and White.
Ayacucho is the department of Peru where a Maoist faction of the communist party known as
Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) launched their armed movement (Heilman, 2006; Theidon,
2006; CVR, 2004; Kent, 1993). Ayacucho is the region that suffered the most tragic
consequences of this internal war, between terrorist, army and later Rondas Campesinas
(Armed Peasant Patrols). The CVR2 (2004) reports that Ayacucho accounts for 40% of all the
dead and disappeared during the violent conflict. This conflict started in 1980 and finished in
1992 with the capture of Abimael Guzman and fellows leaders of the movement.
Communal institutions and organizations were considered as targets for terrorist actions and
were in some cases destroyed. However, they played an important role in this internal war.
For instance The Club de Madres (Mother’s Club) and Rondas Campesinas (Peasants patrols)
defended themselves fiercely against the infiltration and attacks of Sendero Luminoso
(Theidon, 2006). The Rondas Campesinas were rural self-defense committees formed by
armed peasants that patrol the surrounding areas of the communities as well as the pastoralist
field in the mountains (Fumerton, 2001). However, in this conflict, when making the

1
2

Marisol de la Cadena (2000, 2005), Jose Maria Arguedas, Mario Vargas Llosa.
CVR: Comision de la Verdada y Reconciliacion. Truth and Reconciliation Commission final report
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inventory of victims; terrorist, army -and at some degree Rondas Campesinas3- share the
responsibility of the huge number of mortal victims produced during the internal war. This
case is selected because this community was badly hit by the conflict, it has survived and
farmers still practice traditional tasks. Therefore it provides a good case to study the different
responses of farmers to policy implementation in a post-conflict situation.

Ñahuimpuquio
community

City of Huanta

Figure 1. Localization of the research area
Source: Google earth (07-10-2008)

There are two effects produced by this conflict in Ayacucho that are relevant for this research.
The first one is related to the psychology of the inhabitants. Despite of the large amount of
victims in the area and the fear installed among peasants due to violence, some people
decided to stay and fight. In that way, individual and collective courage to resist political
violence may strengthen the feeling of community and collectivity – and also individual- in
the hardest hit areas (Darghouth et al, 2006). The second one is the high rate of migration
registered in this area, not only during the conflict but also after the armed conflict. As it is
stated by Theidon (2006) ‘approximately 600,000 people were internally displaced,
devastating 400 peasant communities’.
Andean communities and modernization
Andean communities are mainly involved in agricultural and livestock activities. Rodriguez &
Pascual (2004) referred to some of the following aspects, at community level, as part of the
Andean idiosyncrasy: social capital, patterns of mobility and reciprocity, which is expressed
in the forms of collective action. However, in spite of the importance of collective action in
3
Since Army and Rondas Campesinas established alliances, some time abusing Human Rights, to fight Sendero
Luminoso. See Theidon, 2006, Truth and Reconciliation Report, 2004 and Fumerton, 2001.
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daily community life4, it is also important to recognize that there are many differences among
villagers. These differences are related to social status, social capital, political influences,
religion, gender, cultural values, and linkages with urban areas. The official political structure
in most of the Andean communities is formed by the board of Consejo Municipal
(municipality board), the major, the peasant community and the irrigators’ commission
(Gelles, 2002).
It was during the Fujimori government that Neoliberal policies were proposed and
implemented in Peru. After the autogolpe (Fujimori closing down the parliament) in 1992 his
regime had not been supported by democratic society all over the world. Therefore, he needed
to change this dictatorial image and show the world that he was taking Peru to “modernity”.
However, as Boesten (2006) argues, the policies during Fujimori’s regime were not concerned
with the transformation of social relations in Andean communities. In addition, these policies
together with the fact that after the violent period many projects from government and
international agencies focused their activities on Ayacucho (Oré, 2007), brought a modern
discourse into the scene, considering that modernity and development mainly follow the
direction of the dominant discourse. In Peru, as Lauritsen & Mathiasen (2003) state, the
hegemonic discourse is dominant over the local discourse and it is brought by government
institutions and international agencies to be implemented in practice through policies and
projects.
Irrigation management
In Peru the current water law ruling water management was promulgated in 1969. Since then
some modifications and regulations have been made. It was during Fujimori’s government
(1990-2001) that a new proposal for a Water Law was submitted to the Parliament for its
approval, until now it is in the process. During this government, institutions related to water
resource like Administración Técnica de Distrito de Riego – ATDR (Technical
Administration of the Irrigation District) were established at basin level. From the side of
users, the Junta de Usuarios de Riego (Irrigation Water Users Joint) is the main users’
organization at basin level (Oré, 2007; Tarwick, 2001). Peruvian water law also vests the
ownership of all water resources within the territory in the government.
In Andean communities, irrigation management is mainly community based. Management of
the canal is coordinated along the main canal. The irrigation method could be both rotational,
following a fixed sequence, or in irregular order, given priority to certain crops or fields. In
both cases, as stated above, irrigation is farmer managed (Zimmerer, 2000; Tarwick, 2001,
2005). Irrigation management is based on collective action. Therefore, labour force plays an
important role. Water users work together to suit collectives as well as individual irrigation
and production necessities. In that sense collective work does not only create water rights and
hydraulic property but also cultural values such as respeto (respect), reciprocity and trust concepts that are revised in the conceptual framework of this report. Therefore, water in
Andean irrigation management has attached more than merely an economic value; it also has
cultural and social value. (Beccar et al, 2002; Tarwick, 2005).
1.6

Methodology

This is a case study research. A case study approach is chosen because it allows to develop a
full understanding of the case, taking into account the context of the case study (Punch, 2005).
4

Collective action as faenas and aynis in Andean communities are not only related to irrigation but also to any
kind of communal work, its importance has been studied by many scholars. See: Beccar et al, 2002, Boelens,
1998; Boelens and Zwarteveen, 2005, Gelles, 2002; Tarwick, 2001.
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Furthermore, it incorporates both qualitative and quantitative approach. However, it mainly
follows a qualitative approach; in order to get insights into the facts and numbers. Following
this approach, it is expected to be able to understand the socio-political situation produced by
a violent conflict and local cultural values, outlining the responses of farmers to irrigation
policies implementation. Beside that, qualitative approach allowed this research to have a
deep understanding about aspects related to culture, society and customs in the case study,
avoiding generalization. Nevertheless, quantitative data was be collected to be able to prove
with facts, while possible and required, what was found with qualitative approach.
Following Druckman (2005), the case study in Peru, is treated in the form of analytical case
studies, meaning that it is focused on both an in-depth treatment of culture, organizations and
social groups; and on the analyses of contextual aspects, like the IMT process, post conflict
effects and rural-urban interactions, to discuss theoretical prepositions.
The unit under study is an FMIS, a small irrigation system built and managed by farmers with
little intervention of the government. In order to analyze the outcomes of this research work
there is a need to establish a starting point (initial picture of the context), that allows us to
define what aspects may have changed in the system during the last years. This initial picture
is given by the background information and literature review and it may be confirmed or
denied during the field work. In that sense, the present research work’s findings will establish
the most recent picture of the irrigation activities in the systems, the context influencing them
and farmer responses. To analyze this picture in this research I use a framework developed by
Mollinga (2003) called “Irrigation Activities in Context” with some variations (Annexes 1).
Furthermore, about my role as a researcher, following what Druckman (2005) argued, the role
of the researcher is an active role, and must be involved in the group being studied.
“Involvement may vary from relatively intrusive to being unobtrusive” Druckman (2005:45).
Therefore the main research tools which are explained in the following paragraphs were
participant observation and interviews. Notwithstanding research work and researcher can not
be totally unbiased, I will try to minimize this risk by looking reflective at my findings and
experiences trying to avoid subjectivity.
I recognize my background as an urban inhabitant who has been raised and studied in Lima,
Peruvian capital, with a bachelor degree in agricultural engineering from the National
Agrarian University La Molina and now doing MSc. Studies at Wageningen University in
The Netherlands. However I do have work experience in rural areas in the Andes for around
two years, furthermore most of my work, projects and papers not only in Bachelor but also in
the MSc studies are related to or based on rural areas for instance in Peru and Nepal.
However, at the same time I reduced this risk by using my previous experience and
knowledge; and also by interacting, living together and sharing common spaces with farmers
which allowed me to involve myself better in the case study and to interpret reality from their
perspective.
Participant observation
This method challenges the researcher to understand the world from the point of view of the
subject5. The interactive process between the researcher and the subject implied in this
method enable the researcher to learn more about the subject under studies and its activities
by observing and participating in the same context and in the same activities (Punch, 2005). It
allows a better understanding of farmers’ responses and the cultural values they are based on.
5

This ideas are obtained from a power point presentation elaborated by Rhodante Ahlers and Edwin Rap titled
‘The Case Study in Qualitative Research on Water Management’
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Participant observation was considered the suitable method for this research since it allowed
reciprocal action with the people under study as both, an observer and an active participant in
their activities, experiencing events that farmers experienced, creating rapport and empathy.
This method also helped both to create an in-depth understanding of the culture and context,
and to the make findings reliable. Among all irrigation activities two were considered of high
relevance in this research:
•

Water distribution: It means to identify the person in charge of the water distribution,
the one who open and close the gates, in the irrigation system, and go with him/her
along the canal when irrigation takes place.

•

Decision making: It means to arrange to participate or to be present in the water user’s
assembly or any kind of water users meeting where irrigation issues are discussed.

The last paragraphs do not mean to stress that participant observation was developed only to
get information in these two activities, but also about others activities or ceremonies related
and non-related to irrigation, and while spending time with villagers, farmers and/or state
officials present in the village.
Interviews
Two main types of interviews are developed in this research. Semi-structured when
interviewing state representatives, it is because time would be fixed in their agendas. In this
way at least some relevant questions would be answered. Then informal interviews and semi
structured interviews were applied with farmers, in order to make them feel comfortable and
free to talk of topics that they may consider interesting and could be important for this
research. After interviews with some identified key informants at irrigation office, Non
Governmental Organization (NGO), colleges and community organizations snowball
sampling method was applied for the selection of the next responders.
The focus of this research is on farmers’ responses to a given socio-political context; therefore
most of time was spent with farmers, trying to get their perspective. Since the case is a small
irrigation systems, most of the users could be interviewed either in a formal or informal way,
therefore no method to select the respondents was needed at this level. One might keep in
mind that the topic of the research is a sensitive one, and some farmer could be worried to talk
about, therefore to follow a rigid structure was not suitable, instead to built rapport and
kinship. At farm level key informants were president of the users’ organization, the person in
charge of water distribution, local leaders and/or representative of NGO’s.
Analysis
The main topics under study are:
•

Farmer management irrigation

•

Rural-urban connections

•

Community organization

The concepts used to study these topics are fully described in the Chapter 2 (conceptual
framework). They are irrigation management, irrigation activities in context, policy, legal
pluralism, collective action, modernization and cultural values such as respeto (respect) and
reciprocity. By using these concepts I will try to achieve the objective of this research to
describe and understand farmers responses to external forces related to the above mentioned
topics. Then, linking these concepts would make possible to understand the finding described
in the following chapter and to drawn the conclusion for this report. For instance, by linking
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modernization and cultural values it is possible to draw conclusion about rural-urban
interaction and community organization. In the same way, linking irrigation activities with
cultural values will make possible to understand decision making process or collective action
within the irrigation committees.
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Chapter 2: Conceptual framework.
This chapter describes the concepts used in this report; they are grouped in three sections,
irrigation management and the violent conflict, policy implementation at field level and
cultural values and modernization. Embedded in these three sections there are defined
concepts like irrigation activities, water rights, collective action, policy implementation,
modernization and cultural values (respeto and reciprocity) are described. By using these
concepts and linking them with the findings described in the following chapters -3, 4, 5, 6 and
7- I will draw final conclusions in chapter 8.
2.1

Irrigation management and the violent conflict

Irrigation is a response to a need for water and it is based on social, cultural, economical and
power relations occurring in a specific area (Boelens, 1998). Irrigation activities are essential
tasks of irrigation management and they are embedded in socio technical aspects, therefore
they are not isolated, and furthermore, they are strongly linked with human agency and with
the context surrounding an irrigation system. To work with the framework of irrigation
activities in context, proposed by Mollinga (2003); first, it is important to describe the concept
of irrigation activities established by Uphoff (1986).
Irrigation activities are divided into three groups of which each one consists of four activities.
The three main groups are related to water use activities, structures for water control activities
and basic organizational activities.
Water use activities
• Acquisition: Access to the resource.
•

Allocation: Allocating, assigning the resource.

•

Distribution: Giving certain amount at certain time and place.

•

Drainage: When there is excess of water supply.

Structures for water control activities
• Design: Hydraulic structures to acquire, to control and to convey water.
•

Construction: Hydraulic Infrastructure.

•

Operation: According to determined schedule or plan.

•

Maintenance: In order to keep them functioning properly.

Basic organizational activities
• Decision Making: To have voice and vote in irrigation activities in all the items above
mentioned.
•

Resource Mobilization and Management: Partition and application of resources fund,
material, etc.

•

Communication: Inform about decisions made in order to coordinate.

•

Conflict Management: Resolution of conflict that arise from the different activities.
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Mollinga (2003) states that the context6 makes it possible to conduct irrigation activities in the
way they are. The context surrounding irrigation activities can be divided in three main
groups (as it shown in Annexes 1).
•

Agro-ecological system: involves climate weather, vegetation, soil, topography
different technologies than irrigation.

•

State and Civil Society: involves government institution and agencies, legal system,
policy making, social movement, donor, etc.

•

Agrarian Structure: comprises land, caste, social class, irrigation technology, market
labour, credit, etc at village or community level.

Within the context, violent conflict can be located in the second group. Conflict is an open
‘struggle between individuals or groups within a society, or between nation states. In any
society conflict may occur between two or more people, social movement, interest grouping,
classes, genders, organizations, political parties, and ethnics, racial or religious collectivities’
(Collin dictionary, 1995: 113). Martinelli and Almeida (2004) argue that feelings of
unfairness, injustice, mistrust may lead to conflict and it would develop into disagreements,
protests, public complaints and/or violence. What happened in Peru was a violent conflict
between the Government and Sendero Luminoso. The Maoist movement and insurrection
with violent conflict is most of the time a response to the authoritarian regime, ethnic, social,
economical cleavages, lack of political opportunities in society, and/or the willingness of
power in the decision making process in a democratic government. (Bohara et al, 2006; Gurr
2000; Harff, 2003; Fearon and Laitin 2003). However, it is the post conflict situation
occurring now in Peru which is considered part of the context influencing irrigation activities.
Embedded in irrigation activities there are four levels of struggles over water rights that
Boelens (2008) states. Before to describe the four levels of struggle, it is important to define
what water rights are. Therefore, water rights is considered as an authorization to use a certain
amount of water, to use irrigation infrastructure and it give its holder the right to participate in
the decision making process, hence water right is a ‘social relationship and an expression of
power’ (Beccar et al, 2002; Boelens & Hoogendam, 2002). Water rights are contested at four
levels:
•

Resources: meaning mainly the right to access water and infrastructure.

•

Rules: it is about whom has the right to develop rules and norms within the irrigation
system or irrigation committee.

•

Regulating control: about who has the right to make decisions and its legitimacy, and
the last level.

•

Representation: it is about representing the local management system and hierarchies
towards different discourses.

In this study, irrigation activities are performed by a group of people organized in a comite de
irrigacion (irrigation committee), which is a water users’ association (WUA). Beccar et al
(2002) define this organization as group of people who, through collective action, support the
operation and maintenance of an irrigation system. This collective action is seen as a way to
conserve or renew water rights for each user. Vincent (1998) states that such activities allow
the community to maintain its responsibilities and reinforce its identity. They help to reinforce
the sense of hydraulic property which is prominent in Andean systems.
6
Mollinga, 2003 refers to conditions of possibilities meaning the circumstances or context, for further
explanation and examples go to Mollinga, 2003.
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2.2

Policy implementation at field level

At first, it is necessary to define the concept of policy before starting to talk about policy
implementation at field level. Howlett & Ramesh (1995) define policy as a set of interrelated
decisions taken by a political actor or group concerning the selection of goals and means for
achieving them within a specified situation. Anderson (in Bolding et al, 2004) establishes
policy as a relatively purposive course of action followed by an actor or group of actors in
dealing with a matter of concern’. Furthermore, most of the irrigation literature takes the
concept of policy as a prescription, which is enforced by authority to put in practice what is
established by law (Bhushan, 2002). Therefore, one can say that policy is more linked to
actions taken by political actors to reach some specific goals or to solve what this actor
considers a problem, rather than what is established in papers by law.
In Peru, national law establishes that water resources’ ownership is vested in the government.
However, IMT policies transfer irrigation management (operation and maintenance) from the
government and give it to farmers. The importance of farmer managed irrigation systems
(FMIS) to take over irrigation activities is then recognized by government. However, this
recognition could also be seen as a way how government extends its control over national
resources and establishes its presence in places where it was not before. Then it is important
to consider that policy implementation may bring some reaction at farm level, as it is argued
by Teshome (2003) ‘farmers are not passive recipients of an intervention’, they react to them.
For instance, Crosby (1996) states that policy implementation is not necessary a coherent,
continuous process, but a frequently fragmented and interrupted. In the same manner Long
(1992) argues that an intervention is a ongoing, socially constructed and negotiated process,
refusing the idea that it is just the execution of an already specified plan of action. In addition
to his, Thomas & Grindle (1990), state that policy implementation is an ongoing non-linear
process which requires consensus. Implementation, hence, is a process where the new policy
is vulnerable and may find many reactions from those who oppose it. Following the
mentioned principles or ideas, Thomas & Grindle propose an analytical model to understand
the process of policy implementation. The model considers policy implementation as an
interactive process rather than a linear one. This model will be used to understand the findings
related to this topic in this study.
On the one hand, there are national policies and regulations guiding how water management
should be done. On the other hand, there are local laws and practices that were developed by
farmers themselves at field level. Then the first step in order to go further is to recognize the
fact of coexistence of both, the state laws, implemented trough policies, and the local or
customary laws and rules. Palacios (2006) affirm ‘Customary law comprises the norms based
on the dynamic cultures of indigenous peoples, regulating and providing order for them”. This
“coexistence and interaction of different legal orders in the same social field’ (Pradhan &
Pradhan in Sosa, 2008) is considered legal pluralism or legal complexity7. It is important to be
aware of the concept of legal pluralism in order to research in the Peruvian context, where
social structure and cultural values play an important role in day-to-day activities. As Sosa
(2008) states about the importance of legal pluralism ‘it is necessary to analyze and consider
both state and local law, because state law alone does not really explain people’s perceptions
about water rights and the way how these are managed in the field’. Sosa refers to the
importance of legal pluralism related to water rights and conflict resolutions what are
essential parts and are involved within irrigation activities as a whole.

7

See Sosa, 2008; Boelens, 2005; Meizen-Dick and Bruns, 2000;
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2.3

Modernization and changing cultural values

Culture may be seen not as a static concept or characteristics attached to a specific group of
people, it may vary through time. The Collins dictionary of sociology (1995: 139) defines
culture as ‘the human creation and use of symbols and artefacts. Culture may be taken as
constituting the way of life of an entire society, and this include codes of manners, dress,
languages, rituals, norms of behaviour and system of belief’. As Odegaard (2000), state
culture must be considered as an ongoing process in which people adopt or adapt ‘new
elements’. However, the adoption or adaptation of new elements is based on some principles
learned through history like collective work, social organization, social patterns of
mobilization and cultural values. All this transformation depends on the interconnections
rural-urban/ traditional-modern. These connections may lead sometimes to the discrimination
of one of them. The hegemonic scientific discourse in Peru; which sees development as a
rational, technical and scientific process grounded in western experience (Sutton, 1999:6);
mostly prevails over the local discourse. Therefore it is important to take in to account that
culture, and not only race, is used to discriminate based on the idea of intellectual and moral
superiority from one group over others (De la Cadena, 2000)
The idea of urban as modern and rural as backward still prevails all over the world. Ferguson
in his book Expectations of Modernity (1999) gives a clear example of this idea on the
Zambia Copperbelt. De la Cadena (2000, 2005) gives an example for the Andean context
describing how indigenous people can ‘become’ mestizos and gain social status by their
interrelation with urban areas. Ferguson refers to this process as social change rather than a
merely cultural contact, because rural people adopt new patterns that are shown by urban
actors as the right path toward development. This social change implies a change in cultural
values; where values are defined as the central ethical ideas, beliefs and purposes of an
individual or society (Collins dictionary, 1995: 717). Consequently, cultural values are seen
as the central beliefs and ideas related to culture, constituting and shaping the ‘way of life’ of
a community.
Development and modernization may be seen in many forms depending on perceptions of the
world. This fact stated by Ferguson is also noticed by Odegaard (2006) who defines
modernization as moving upon social status. De la Cadena (2000) defines the modernization
process as a cultural clash; while many years ago, Carlos (1973) defined it as an ongoing
process that produces acculturation and loss of identity. A clear and didactic example of that
is given in Lauritsen & Mathiasen (2003). They asked children to draw how they would like
their community to be. The results showed that development was seen as the possibility to
market their products, the possibilities to leave the village and as stronger presence of the
government in the rural areas and identity. Through this experiment they argue that the
importance of the state as well as the importance of identity is realized by children as
necessary to achieve development in the community.
The discourse of modernization is commonly brought to the scene by Government or NGO
agencies. Escobar (1995) argue that local discourse takes place but they are subordinated to
the general discourse, while Hilhorst (2000) agrees that they coexist but she argue that local
discourse is not subordinated instead there is a process of negotiation. However, one might
take in to account that the fact that farmers accept or adopt a model imposed to them, does not
mean that they are internalizing it as part of their culture neither that they recognize in the
new model a better way to manage resources. Rather it may mean a process of mimicry
(Boelens, 2008), where farmer just adopt a proposed model in order to cope with certain
challenges and obtain benefits, but they still manage the system in their traditional way.
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In Andean communities, this cultural contact, as stated before, may change some cultural
values. Some of these cultural values are the base of collective action not only regarding
irrigation activities but also community building. Respect, reciprocity, collectivity and local
beliefs are taken in this research as concepts under analysis and that may shape or influence
farmers responses to policy implementation in a post-armed conflict situation. At the same
time both of them could be affected by external factors such as migration, rural-urban
interconnection and modernization trend. Respeto (respect) is a quality associated with
persons, it means to show deference to and heed the instructions of social superiors, such as
parents, elders and landlords, more abstractly it refers a moral code within communal
relationships and its obligatory nature (Lyons, 2005). This quality implies authority8 and it is
gained by trustworthy and reputation for performing actions, keeping promises and lead the
community; resuming in the specific case of Andean community, it is gained by being a good
comunero. Then respeto leads, in turns, to reciprocity in a sense of mutual help (ayuda) (Van
der Ploeg, 1998) that is why respeto and reciprocity can be earned regardless of the market.
Ostorm (1998) refers to reciprocity as a family of strategies that are used to satisfy a necessity
that are taught in all societies. First, there is an effort to identify who else is involved or facing
the same necessity. Second, there is a judgment of the others as conditional cooperator. Third,
it comes up a decision to cooperate. Fourth, here is a denial to cooperate with those who do
not show reciprocity, and finally. Fifth, a punishment is applied to those who betray trust and
do not show reciprocity. Examples of reciprocity in the Andean world are collective action,
faenas, mitas or aynis. The punishments applied to those betraying reciprocity are established
within the community.

8

See Clauss-Ehlers & Lopez (2002) and Lyons (2005)
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Chapter 3: Local water management in Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa
This is the first chapter out of 4 which show the findings of the research field work carried on
from January to May in Peru. This chapter deals with local irrigation management and local
rules related to irrigation activities. The chapter starts with a description of the irrigation
committees and some characteristics of irrigation activities. Then it is described how
collective action takes place within the committees. In the third section of this chapter local
rules influencing irrigation activities are depicted. The objective of this chapter is to answer
the following questions: How is irrigation activities locally managed? What are the local
institutions related to irrigation? How do local rules influence irrigation activities?
3.1

Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa irrigation committees

Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa irrigation committees are part of a main irrigation system
called Yungayllu-Pahuanaccucho. They both are located within the Ñahuimpuquio Alto
community territory at the tale end of the system. The main system takes water from the
Opanccay River through the intake Pahuana at 4000 meters above main sea level (m.a.m.s.l).
The main system beneficiates four communities: Culluchaca –at the head-end of the system,
Union Puntina, Mio and Ñahumpiquio -where the system ends at an elevation of 2700
m.a.m.s.l. This main irrigation system gives its name to the irrigation commission which is
formed by 5 committees and involves in total 220 users. These committees are:
•
•
•
•
•

Centro Union Culluchaca.
Union Puntina.
Mio
Balcompampa
Ñahuinpuquio Alto.

Figure 2 shows the location of the 5 committees involved in the Yungayllu-Puhuanacucho
and highlights the two committees under study. The main canal is approximately 22.00 km in
length and has a command area of 125 ha. Some characteristic of the Nahuimpuquio
Balcompampa irrigation system is given in box 1. Although the irrigation system was built following what farmers said- in ancients’ times, it is officially recognized by the government
since 2001. It was registered in the Administración Técnica del Distrito de Riego Ayacucho ATDRA (Technical Administration of the Irrigation District Ayacucho) which is the local
water authority representing the government. Before that time communities were doing
agriculture and using water for irrigation without the government intervention. It was mainly
because the active presence of Junta de Usuarios del Distrito de Riego Ayacucho JUDRA
(Water Users Joint of the Irrigation District Ayacucho) in this area that the communities knew
about the significance or conveniences to register their water use and to ensure their sources
in a formal way.
The process of getting registered and recognized by the ATDRA is interesting and shows how
farmers deal with policies, government requests or interventions. Although there is nothing
established in law about a minimum number of committees required in order to create a
commission, farmers were told by ATDRA that they needed at least five committees to have a
formal basis. At that moment they were just four committees -Balcompampa then did not
exist- each one belonging to different communities. The reason given by farmers for that
requirement was that the ATDRA had favoured other farmers that were using water from the
same source downstream in other committees. This was mentioned as the reason why the
ATDRA was making problems to give them the recognition as a commission, and thereupon,
the permits to use water. However, farmers found a way to cope with this problem. They
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decided to divide in two what was supposed to be one committee and one main canal. Then
they created a water user committee called Balcompampa whose lands are still within the
community of Ñahuimpuquio. This solution to cope with the requirement was in part because
they had access to information and support from other institution like JUDRA. The reason
was that in these areas there were the large number of users and land under irrigation. The
fifth community was artificially created for administrative purpose to full fill the government
requirement. Nevertheless, nowadays it is used to make clear where they live and divide task
within the community.

Irrigation Water Users Committees
1 Centro Union Culluchaca
2 Union Puntina
3 Mio
4 Balcompampa
5 Nahuinpuquio Alto

Intake Pahuana

1

2

Opanccay Commission

N
3
Pampacancha Commission

Research Area.
4

5

LEGEND
Opanccay River
Yunagayllu-Pahuanacucho Irrigation
System
Committees’ boundary

Figure 2. Sketch map of Yunagyllu - Puhuanacucho Commission

3.1.1 Water Users’ Association
In this case water users are organized in the figure of irrigation committees. The structures of
both committees, Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa, are the same; they both followed a
model given by the government (see annexes 2) trough its local agency, the ATDRA.
However, they did not adopt the whole model when the committee was created, but most of it.
By statute the structure of the committee’s board is as follows:
•
•
•
•

President
Secretary
Treasurer
Members

Following the statute of the committee, the new board’s elections takes place every two years
instead of 3 years which is a period suggested by the model. Beside that, there is the
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possibility of being elected consecutively and more than once. The committee’s board of each
committee has to define a tomero. His job is to control water distribution during irrigation
turns, getting people open and closing their field intakes. More information about the tomero
and his tasks is given in next paragraphs.
The general assembly of the irrigation committee is the highest authority in irrigation
management. According to the statute this assembly should be held at least 4 times per year,
at the end of the following months: January, April, July and October. The statute of the
committee did not specify the involvement of women in committees’ posts but they are
involved in the board. Farmers consider this fact a result of capacity building courses given by
JUDRA some years ago. The statutes also establishes fines and punishments for people who
do not obey rules or cause damage to the infrastructure, i.e.: a farmer who does not attend to
agreed collective work has to pay 10 nuevos soles9, a farmer who does not vote in election has
to pay 20 nuevos soles and a farmer who causes damages to irrigation infrastructure has to
pay 100 soles plus the cost of fixing the damage. Regarding removing members of the board,
it says that reasons remove a board member are: being absent from 3 consecutives meetings,
taking advantage of his/her charge in order to obtain personal or familiar benefits and not
obeying the national water law or regulations.
Irrigation activities are developed by these irrigation committees. As it said in the previous
chapter, this is a FMIS. The system was built by farmers themselves many years ago and the
WUA has got a formal shape, meaning officially recognized by government, seven years ago.
However, as part of these irrigation activities, both irrigation committees are working together
to get the approval of two projects in order to improve the irrigation system.
It is mentioned in the first paragraph that both committees belong to the same community.
However there is not the only division in Ñahuimpuquio community. It is divided in two;
Ñahuimpuquio Bajo and Ñahuimpuquio Alto -Figure 2 shows a sketch map of the area, the
road to the city of Huanta represents the division line10. Subsequently, it is easy to find
people involved in the two committees at the same time, not only as a users but also as part of
the board. It is common that if a former president did a good job during his period, acquiring
leadership and respeto11 (respect) from farmers, he could be asked to become president of the
other committee. In these committees, as in most parts of the Andean world, respect
constitutes an important cultural value for life in community12concept of respeto is. Another
characteristic that was possible to identify within these committees is the fact that a lot of
people hold family links between them or compadrazgos13 (godfathers relationship), also
many came to the community as ‘in-laws’ after the violent times, some couples met each
other in Lima and then, since the situation was calm in Huanta they came back, and
sometimes taking other relatives with them.

9

Nuevos sol is the Peruvian currency. 1 euro was equivalent to 4.3 Nuevos soles by May, 2008.
This kind of division is common in the Andean World. See Gelles (2002) Agua y Poder en la Sierra Peruana.
11
Many scholars have stated the importance of ‘respeto’ and reciprocity in Andean world. See Jan Dauwe van
del Ploeg; Gutierrez & Gerbrandy (1998) in Searching for Equity.
12
There are more information about respeto and its influence in decision making or collective action in the next
chapter.
13
The compadrazgo occurs when a couple asks other to become the godfather of their child for the baptism.
Another case is when a couple is going to get married and they chose a best friend or someone with resources.
10
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Sketch map of Ñahuimpuquio Alto

Moruro
Reservoir

Ñahumpuquio Community Boundary
Main road to Huanta
Intra community roads
Main canals
Distribution canals
Committee Boundary
Houses

BALCOMPAMPA

Canal matriz 1

NAHUIMPUQUIO

Canal matriz 2

Ñahuimpuquio
Alto

Communal
Area

To Huanta

Ñahuimpuquio
Bajo

Figure 3. Sketch map of Ñahuimpuqio Alto. The road to Huanta divided Ñahumpuquio Alto and Ñahuimpuqio Bajo. The
communal area is just at the entrance of the community. A main canal is divided in two. Canal matriz 1, supplies water to
Balcompampa. Canal matriz 2 supplies water to Ñahuimpuquio. Along the main canal there are intakes to distributaries
canals. The Moruro reservoir was not working. A small distribution canal just passes next to it and supplies water to areas
within the Ñahuimpuquio committee.

3.2

Irrigation activities and collective action

Before to talk about irrigation activities it might be important to know more details about how
the system works. It is said that Balcompampa y Ñahuimpuquio irrigation committees are
located at the tail end of the main system. The whole system is not lined. The main canal
diverts in two: canal matriz 1 and canal matriz 214, as Figure 2 shows. The canal matriz 1
irrigates farms within the Balcompamapa irrigation committee, while matriz 2 irrigates

14
They are called Matriz (matrix) because from these canals start tertiary canals and in some cases they take
water directly from the matriz to their farms.
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Ñahumpuquio’s plots. Irrigation activities, as stated before, are carried out by farmers. More
information of the system is given in Box 1.
3.2.1 Control structure activities
Regarding control structure activities the system was built
many years ago, it was not possible to define exactly
when, but it was even before the ‘haciendas’ (large
landlords) time. It takes water from the Opanccay River
through the intake Pahuana, The canal was dug by
peasants then. Operation and maintenance (O&M) has
been done by farmers through collective action called
faena. This type of collective action consists of one day or
two days, mainly during weekend, during which people
work together for the communal benefit. For instance, the
construction of the communal building was done through
this way. Faenas are called out in August for irrigation
purposes and it receives the name of limpia acequia
(cleaning the canal) the main tasks are to clean and fix the
main canal in order to get it ready for irrigation during the
dry season.

Box 1. The System
Ñahuimpuquio - Balcompampa
irrigation system has a longitude of
2.00 km approximately and a
command area of 50 Ha. It is a
ground canal without any measure
device and irregular transversal
section all along the canal.
However, the ATDRA has given
and recognized by resolution a
flow of 20 l/s to be used by the
irrigation committees. Water is
divert to the canal from the
Opanccay River through a rural
intake.

Farmers organize themselves first at commission level to clean the 22 kilometers dividing the
canal between the 5 committees. Then at committee level each farmer is given a certain length
of canal to clean and repair depending on the amount of land he/she owns. This type of
collective action is important within the community not only for maintenance of the system
but also for renewing links or feelings of communal ownership, reciprocity between framers,
respect, commitment and property rights. The limpia acequia has been practiced for many
years. The critical period for doing it was during the conflict between the government and
sendero luminoso (Shining Path). Farmers living in the upper part of the irrigation
commission migrated to areas closer to Huanta or to other cities. Hence, mostly people living
in lower areas of the commission, who decided to stay, were the ones who had to work
cleaning, repairing and maintaining the system, not only their part, but also the parts of the
people that left.
This collective action -limpia acequia- implies not only hard work but also nice atmosphere
where live music, food and drinks motivate the work. The capataz supervises that everybody
is working on his/her share in the right way. On the other side, he has to arrange and cover all
the costs of musicians, beverage and food. People are working while the musicians play some
typical Andean songs and the ‘chicha’ or ‘cañazo’15 is distributed between farmers. When all
the farmers have finished their tasks they meet in the communal area -at the entrance of the
community as shows figure 2- where they share typical dishes mainly made of potatoes, meat
and maize. The post of capataz is compulsory for all the comuneros at least once in a lifetime.
However, until four or five years ago they used to select just one capataz per faena, but it has
changed; now they are selecting two capataces per faena. There are two main reasons for this
issue. The first reason is that it is too expensive for one person to cover all the expenditures
since the population has increased and there are more people than there used to be in the first
years after the conflict. The second is to avoid problems between farmers from different
religions as it will be explained in the next chapter.

15

Chicha is a beverage made of maiz and cañazo is made from sugar cane
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3.2.2 Organizational Activities
Organizational activities are under the management of the irrigation committees’ board. They
are responsible for communicating and informing other farmers about news or
announcements related to irrigation management, managing conflicts between farmers and
managing the resources of the committee. The general assembly is the main body for decision
making. Its meeting could be ordinary or regular -as it is said before, there are 4 meetings per
year-, or extraordinary or especial. Extraordinary meetings take place in case of any urgent
issues to deal with. The statute established that within the assembly a proposal is approved
when more than the 50% of the farmers attending the meeting agree on it.
The committee’s board is responsible of transforming conflicts16 between farmers at first
instance, then if the problem persist farmer should go to ATDRA to get a verdict. The board
is also in charge of controlling and managing the resources. Economics resources are obtained
by: cuotas17, fines and special activities like ‘polladas’18. Actually, these special activities
were a good place to observe inter-community relations, social groups, conflicts, conflictive
actors, commitment, reliability and respect. It was clear that one of the factors shaping groups
between comuneros was religions –Catholic or evangelic, at certain point of time, especially
at the beginning of the activity and then some times during the activity, people who drink,
smoke, and dance (mainly catholic) were in one side of the place and the ones who do not
(mostly evangelic) were in the other side.
The presidents of the committees are the representative of the committee for any paper or
procedures required by ATDRA or JUDRA. He/she and other board members are informed
first and then they inform the comuneros in their committees. The same happens if any kind
of organization or institution is willing to work with farmers; it should contact the committee
board first, then it would be discussed in the general assembly. The president of each
committee develops a schedule for each irrigation turn. As will be explained in the next
section, irrigation turns goes one week to Balcompampa committee and the next week to
Ñahuimpuquio committee.
As an example of the organizational activities related to resources management, farmers
wanted to get the approval for two projects that they consider might beneficiate them. They,
as a commission, are asking help to the Municipality to build a pipe canal, and to ‘defenza
civil19’ to fix a reservoir. The first project is a pipe canal that will follow mostly the same
direction of the existing canal delivering water to the five committees involved in the
commission. This project is considered by farmers the first step toward pressurized irrigation.
It is about to be approved and developed. The implementation of this project requires of
fixing the Moruro reservoir showed in figure 2. The pipe canal will reach the reservoir and
from there distribute water to the committees following the canales matrices 1 and 2. To
repair the reservoir they asked help from the regional government in Ayacucho through
defenza civil. This department deals with any kind of issues related to natural catastrophes.
They have a fund to repair infrastructure which has been destroyed by natural catastrophes.
Farmers are applying funds to this, in order to get the additional money and to be able to
repair the reservoir, although the reservoir was not destroyed by any calamity. Farmers said
16

I do believe that a conflict can not be solved but transformed, following a cyclical process. As it is state in
Sosa (2008)
17
Cuotas are not water fees but an amount of money agreed in committee’s meetings and asked by the board in
order to do a specific work or paper.
18
It is a popular way to get incomes by selling food in order to afford a need. The dish consists in a piece of fried
chicken with salad and potatoes. It may costs 7 nuevos soles. In this kind of activities people sell drinks and
other snack too.
19
Defenza civil is a government institution that work on prevention and help related to natural disasters.
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that the reservoir collapsed due to a bad design. It broke down the first time it was filled. This
happened 14 years ago. At the end of the field work research, the project file was already
signed by the engineer in defenza civil in the region of Ayacucho and sent to Lima for its
approval by the ministry of economics. Since repairing this reservoir will benefit, both
Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa committees, each one of them have defined two
representatives to be in charge of this procedure.
3.2.3 Water uses Activities
Just like the other two groups of irrigation activities, it has been done by farmers. Water is
distributed in a rotational way between the two committees. One week the irrigation turn goes
to Balcompampa and the next week it goes to Ñahuimpuquio. The irrigation turn for these
committees goes from Thursday at 6 pm to Monday 6 am. Then at committee level, it follows
a rotational schedule between farmers too.
As it is said in the previous section, water acquisition was done by two different farmers each
week. They are appointed at the distribution meeting each Sunday. Their task is to go to the
intake Pahuana, located at 4000 meters above mean sea level, and come along the canal
checking it and fixing any small failure the canal may have. They must close the intake of the
others committees and divert the water to Ñahuimpuquio-Balcompampa. This task is
important because it is directly related with the amount of water farmers receive each week. If
they reach the intake and from there come along the canal, fixing up failures and controlling
that nobody is stealing water, then the amount of water will differ notoriously than if just
went to Mio (see figure 1) to divert water. The tomero is the one to control that the amount of
water is the ‘right’ amount. Since there are no measuring devices in the area, it is a matter of
expertise or experience to know how much water is coming to the fields. Then if there is just
little water running in the canal he could infer whether the people in charge of bringing water
did go along the canal or they just divert water without checking the canal.
In fact there were some problems with comuneros performing this task. The tomero informed
the president that there was little water coming in the last turn and that it seemed that farmers
pointed out to carry on this task did not do it properly. He thought that the two farmers did not
reach the intake; he said that they only went to Mio and rest there to spend time pretending
they went to Pahuana. In the next meeting they discussed about this issue, the president
encouraged farmers to do this in a right way and remark the importance of this task since it
will benefit all users during the irrigation turns. The post of tomero is given mainly to a
person who is reliable according the president and the board. His tasks are:
•
•
•
•
•

To keep record of at what time water arrives to parcels.
To control that people are irrigating and not wasting water –farmers that hold
irrigation turns should be in his/her farm working.
To control that farmers follow the schedule and schedule given in distribution
meetings.
To report to president or board members any accident, conflict among farmers or
especial events taking place during irrigation turns.
To keep record of who was the last farmer irrigating during the week, and where did
the schedule stop, I order to know who will start the next week.

Given these tasks, the importance of the reliability of the tomero is great. He should not only
be able to do his job in a good way but has also to inspire respect to farmers in order to deal
with them without damaging intra-communities relationships and to avoid informal water
requests. In Balcompama’s committee, for instance, the tomero was a 55 years old guy,
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uncle20 of the committee’s president. In this specific case reliability and family links go hand
in hand. The president of Balcompampa relies in his uncle for this job and they have constant
communication, their houses are located near each other. In Ñahuimpuquio community, the
tomero is the same person who was working with the former committee. The president
considered that he has experience in this job. A reason to explain the importance of reliability
is that if the tomero fails in doing his job, the president fails too and loses ‘respeto’ (respect)
among farmers.
Distribution meetings are held on Sunday at 6.00 am. There are two main topics of discussion
during these meetings. The first one is the schedule for the next irrigation turn. This schedule
is prepared by the president based on the last report of the tomero. The second main issue
discussed is who is going to bring the water for the next irrigation turn from the intake
Pahuana. This task is done mainly by two male farmers. It requires a long walk, 2 or 3 hours
and means at least half day missed for other activities or work. Therefore it causes a big
discussion among farmers to define who is going the next turn. In these meetings they discuss
fines, punishments or any conflict or event that happened during the last irrigation turn. These
meetings used to be loud and without much order, for a foreign observer, people talk when
they feel like. Later the president expressed that it was difficult for him to control the meeting
because sometimes farmers do not want to follow the order and interrupt eachother’s turn.
However he also said that it is not always like this.
In one opportunity a distribution meeting of Balcompampa committee turned out to be
difficult because they were discussing about fines for the secretary and a member of the
board. They both were absent from the last general meeting where the president submitted an
account balance of the last year. The assembly then decided to sanction them with a fine of 20
soles per person. However, when they were informed about this decision they refused to pay
the fine, instead they blamed the president of not protecting them in the meeting and allowing
the farmers to sanction them. What happened then was that farmers took the side of the
president, saying that it was a farmers’ proposal and decision instead of a president’s. Farmers
argued that they should start to work together and prioritize duties. The member and the
secretary excused themselves by saying that they had to go to Huamanga for personal reasons;
this excuse was not accepted by farmers. The president said that was not a good sign from
them not to be at the meeting and to let him alone with the treasurer in the general meeting,
even more since it was a sensitive topic. He said that it also gave the impression to farmers
that the board was not working together. Finally they agreed on paying the fines.
However, when the meeting was closed the board and three other farmers stayed in the place
discussing their attitude during the meeting. The secretary and a member calmed down and
talked with the president who encouraged them to work together. He took the opportunity to
make clear that was not his proposal to get them sanctioned. One of the farmers who stayed
there was the uncle of the president, the tomero. A second one is a former committee and
commission board member; he is now member in the JUDRA, currently involved in
procedure to get the approval of the project mentioned in previous paragraphs. He is one of
six large land owners in the community and one of the few who stayed in the community
during the violent period. The third guy is the vice-president of the commission, he is
considered one of the richer farmers within the community, but his first income does not
come from farming activities. His main income comes from trading; he gathers crops/
livestock in order to sell it to industries, exporters, markets and trades with other communities
and provinces. They are three influential and respected people within the community, the
20
It is important to highlight that in this case the tomero and the president were relatives. However, in Andean
communities the term uncle (tio) is used frequently when referring to an older person showing politeness.
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reason to stay there was to help the president to manage the situation with the other members,
talk to and advice him about his attitude in the meeting.
In these meetings it is also possible to observe the role of women in farming and irrigation
activities. Even though women at first glance, seem to have a passive presence in the meeting
–sitting in groups at one side of the crowd-, none of them hesitates to interrupt a man if he
says something wrong or something that could involucrate her or her family. They asked for
irrigation turns when their crops need water or complain if there were problems during their
last turn. It was common to see women in these meetings not only when their husband could
not assist but together with their husbands, participating with new ideas and/or supporting
what their husband said. As a matter of fact, in the meeting described above the president got
a remark from the three guys. It was because he let the member to shout at him while blaming
him with no reaction from his side. They told him that was not nice from her and that he
should make her calm down at that moment instead of keeping silence. The president said that
he did not react because it was a woman; she was quite upset that he could not place himself
at the same level as her. However they told him that the next time he should manage better
this kind of situation, otherwise other comuneros might think he is weak.
3.3

Local rules in irrigation.

In Ñahuimpuquio the agricultural year is divided in campaña grande (large cropping pattern)
and campaña chica (small cropping pattern). The campaña grande occurs during the rainy
season (from November to May), and the campaña chica takes place during the dry season
(from June to October). During the campaña grande farmers grow avocado, maize, alfalfa,
beans, some vegetables and potatoes, while during the campaña chica water is allocated
mainly to avocados and alfalfa fields. Committees have a registration list of farmers
participating in each cropping pattern. All farmers who participate in the small one do
participate in the large one but not all farmers who are registered in the large cropping pattern
do participate in the small one. However for registration purposes towards the government
authority, they were asked by the ATDRA to submit just one list of irrigation water users in
order to be formally registered. Then they submitted the registration list of the large cropping
pattern, since it involves more farmers.
The importance of the difference between these two cropping patterns is more than merely the
amount of users involved on each one. It is related to the local rules established to define who
is accepted to come into the list for the small crop pattern. There was nothing said by State
law about this, it was something that they have arranged and managed themselves. For the
campaña grande farmers may ask permission to the assembly through the committee’s board
in order to get water for irrigate his/her plot. It did not matter if they are newcomers or have
lived in the community since many years ago; they must show that they have worked the land
and prepared it for agriculture. Then if the assembly accepts the request the farmer has to pay
an admission fee that, by the time of the field work, was s./ 100 Nuevos soles21.
The procedure to be able to irrigate a new plot during the campaña chica is longer. First the
farmer has to ask permission to the assembly through the committee’s board. The first
requirement was that farmer asking for permission must have been registered for and working
their land during the last three or four campañas grandes large campaigns. During this period
the farmer must show their willingness of working in their new plot by being actively
involved in committee activities and participating in the meetings and faenas. It is taken into
account if the farm was productive during these years since it shows whether the farmer has

21

Nuevos sol was the Peruvian currency. 1 euro was equivalent to 4.3 Nuevos soles by May, 2008.
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skill to practice agriculture or not. One of the requirements highlighted by farmers during the
field work was: to be a good comunero. It means to be good peasant within the community.
Subsequently, being a good comunero may decide if a farmer is allowed or not to participate
in the campaña chica. Some characteristics, described by farmers, that a good comunero must
hold are the followings: A good comunero is the person who, first at all, lives in the
community; participate in community meetings and collective actions, not only the ones
related to irrigation activities. He/she is good a husband/wife and father/mother, considering if
his/her children go to school, if they respect each other in the family, do not have extramarital relations, do not mistreat his wife or children. A good comunero is not problematic
but proactive to work for the community or for others, showing reciprocity and respect, and
he/she is a good neighbour. In previous paragraphs the word ‘respeto’ (respect) have been
used often. It is because it plays an important role not only in irrigation activities but also in
day-to-day life in the community. The fact of being a good comunero also implies that one is
respected by others.
However, following these criteria the assembly judges if the farmer who asked for permission
full filled these characteristics or not. If he/she is not considered a good comunero, the
assembly will deny permission to use water during campaña chica. In the case of assembly
consider the farmer fulfil the requirements and is a good comunero, he will be asked to pay an
admission fee of 300 hundred nuevos soles to the committee. This money is used to buy tools
or to cover expenditures related to administrative procedures with the government.
Another local rule related to irrigation activities within the irrigation committees establishes a
maximum of 5 hours per farmer’s irrigation turn. This rule was just defined and was applied
by the end of the field work. The first committee establishing this rule was Ñahuimpuquio,
two weeks later Balcompampa adopted it too. Presidents of both committees explain the
grounds of this rule by arguing two main reasons. First, some farmers irrigated their plot up to
8 hours per turn, when their plot could have enough water in 4 hours. Second, the dry season
started. Before they took this decision, some farmers complained that others farmers were not
working in their plot when irrigating, thus water was wasted, ‘they just let water run and did
not take care of it’ -an interviewee said. The tomero confirmed this to the committee board
and then they discussed about this topic in a meeting. The amount of hours -five- was
established, they said arbitrarily. Most of farmer had turns from 3 to 10 hours, when talking
with the president of the committees they said that now farmers should use water properly and
take care of it by working in their field when they get irrigation turn.
Following the rotational schedule with the new range of time more farmers could be able to
irrigate their field per week. When facing the question of what will farmers who need more
water to irrigate their field do? The answer given by the president of Ñahuimpuquio
committee differed from what the Balcompampa president said. The first said that they can
get more time if others use less than five hours. While the second one answered that farmers
may have to select which crop they want to irrigate. However, some days later the president
of Ñahuimpuquio Committee said that, in fact, they will do the same than in Balcompampa,
meaning that farmer will have to choose between crops to irrigate or plots.
During the first week of implementation of this rule, both president and tomero of
Balcompampa were quite proud of this idea. Walking around the fields with the president, we
met the tomero and he informed the president that farmers were doing fine and the rule was
working. He remained the president that one of the main complains was that farmers who got
irrigation turn during night were not working on their farm but sleeping. In that sense, the
tomero said that a farmer who got an irrigation turn during night had finished his turn in 4
hours instead of the 6 hours he used to utilize. Another farmer who was irrigating informed
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the tomero that he was almost done and that it may take 30 minutes to give the turn to the next
one. The president highlighted that the difference was that now they are working while
irrigating instead of sleeping or just letting the water run throughout their plots. They
considered that it was because of this rule that farmers are now more concerned about how to
manage the water they got during these five hours.
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3.5

Conclusions.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from this chapter are related to collective action and
to water rights linked with local rules. For instance faenas like as the limpia acequia reinforce
the argument of Beccar et al (2002) and Vincent (1998) when referring that such activities
renew water rights and hydraulic property. By doing this work and accomplishing their share
properly, farmers show their commitment towards the irrigation management and the
community building since these is a kind of internal agreement. They re-affirm their
reciprocity with other comuneros at the same time that they expect other comuneros to do
their task their. Sharing music and beverages while working; and food afterwards, reinforce
the feeling of communal belonging and show collective satisfaction for a good done job.
Therefore reciprocity, as defined by Ostrom (1998), takes place in these committees, playing
an important role not only in irrigation management but also in life in community.
Although this case will be more clearly defined in the chapter related to policy
implementation, here it is possible to see what Boelens (2008) defined as a mimicries process.
Farmer in Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa register themselves on the ATDRA to become
formally recognized, but I argue that it was mainly to ensure their source of water and get
access to other benefits, rather than an adoption of the state model. Proofs of this are the facts
that 1) local rules decide who gets onto the user list for the campaña chica22. 2) Existence of
two different lists of users. 3) Collective action as a way to reinforce linkage between farmers.
4) Decision making process to punish farmers. 5) Distribution meetings. 6) They are not
paying water fees to government and 7) Almost non-involvement of the state agents in
irrigation management. However, at the same time they use this recognition to get access to
government funds in order to improve the irrigation system. However, farmers were able to
cope with a State requirement adapting their structure without affecting their social one,
meaning that they are still one community. Therefore, main decisions are made involving
both committees. An example of this was the decision when they accepted to get involved in
this research.
Local rules influencing irrigation activities are shaped by cultural values. Such is the case of
respect and reciprocity, they both are requirements to be considered good comunero thus to
get water rights. Furthermore, respect and reciprocity plays an important role in the life of
their community. They have been taught through generations since the FMIS was established
as core issues in irrigation activities. They not only help to develop irrigation activities, but
also to build the community by reinforcing links of friendship, interdependence, reliability,
trustworthy and commitment towards a mutual objective. Therefore it is not possible in these
cases to just talk about registration fees to get onto the water users list. Cultural values
shaping requirements do not figure in law neither in the statutes given by the ATDRA, but
they were created by farmers as local rules decades ago and take places until now. The coexistence of these rules together with the formal model may confirm the above mentioned
process of mimicry.

22

Small cropping pattern
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Chapter 4: Cultural values and local rules in community life
In this chapter the main objective is to describe and understand what are the main cultural
values and local rules reigning life in community. Therefore I will go further than just the
values regarding irrigation activities but also show, by stories or local tales, how Andean
communities are based and deeply rooted in these values shaping daily activities.
4.1

Cultural Values

There are three main cultural issues to deal with when talking about community life in the
Andean world: respect, reciprocity and beliefs. The three of them shape and are involved in a
bigger Andean principle: collectivity. The first two have been already mentioned and
described in the previous chapter. Therefore in this section the attention will be put on belief
and local rules that outline or influence community life.
Since times of the Incas, Communal work or collective action has been, for the Andean
communities, a way to built public property, private property and the community itself; not
only in the physical aspects but in the relationships taking places in daily life. When the
community, through the assembly, call out for a faena all the comuneros must participate. The
ones who do not participate without any strong reason are considered lazy or not interested in
community development, in any case these people will be considered bad comuneros losing
respect, trust and reciprocity from other farmers. Once a farmer is considered a bad comunero
they could be not taken into account for any communal charge or job within the community.
Another form of collective action is called ayni. In this kind of job a farmer asked for help to
other farmers in order to work in his field for harvest or any other activity. The ayni can be
called for building a house or any infrastructure a farmer may need. This job do not involve
money, the retribution for this job could be crops or helping the other back when required.
Both, the faena and the ayni, create values as respect, reciprocity, solidarity and commitment
within the community. Therefore farmers strengthened the linkages between them by doing
these kinds of job.
A typical collective work in the Andean world is the limpia acequia. It is carried out on
august and all the farmers in the community are supposed to work in this activity. In the
irrigation committees under study it also involves people’s belief since many years as it is
described in the following paragraphs. The difference of beliefs, or more specific in this case,
the difference of religions has caused some conflicts between farmers. There are two different
religions that people follows in the community, Catholicism and Evangelism. Catholicism
was installed in the Andean world with the arrival of the Spaniards, and since them it was
imposed in any rural areas, obliging the Andean people to become Catholics. Evangelic
Protestantism is relatively new in the community, in Ayacucho at least since the ninety’s.
However, in the community of Ñahuimpuquio there are two evangelic churches and none of
Catholics. The churches were built by evangelic farmers themselves through faenas. They
belong to different sects within evangelic religion. One was built like 8 years ago and the
other one 3 years ago. Nowadays following what farmers said, around 40 % of Ñahuimpuquio
population followed this religion. These churches are located near to the communal area, at
the entrance of Ñahuimpuquio. When a ceremony is hold, mainly at evening because during
the day farmers are busy with their farm or doing other activities, people from other
communities came to participate on it. At this point it is worth to say that mainly people who
came after the conflict attached themselves to this religion.
Religions or believes and collective action are linked and may create some conflict when not
all the people follow a unique creed. People practicing this religion do not drink alcoholic
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beverage, do not participate in parties or communal festivities. The main issues then is that in
Andean world communal festivities are mainly related to religiosity or to the Cosmovision
Andina23 like to gives offer to the land, water or mountains. These festivities imply people
drinking alcoholic beverages and partying. These issues are not shared by evangelic
Protestantism; however, people following this religion still practice them till some extent.
Then in the irrigation committees two different religions have to work together in faenas
following ancestral custom. For instance, after the start of the faena, farmers use to do a kind
of payment to their goods in order to have a nice day working together. These customs
express the faena as a festivity where all the farmers work together for a common benefit,
enjoying the work with music and chicha or cañazo24. At the same time that these elements
encourage or motivate farmer to work harder. At the end of the day they would get a big
dinner all together commenting about the faena, strengthening linkages, dancing and drinking
for the work well done. Evangelic farmers do participate in the payment to the Mamapacha
(mother earth) and the Apus (mountains) but they do not drink the chicha neither dance with
the music.
Then, it was common during the field work that catholic farmers showed themselves
disappointed about how the faenas have change in the last years. The first problem appeared
when the capataz elected for a faena was an Evangelic Protestantism follower. Before that
they just used to keep away from the party or refuse to dink during the faena. Nevertheless the
fact that Catholics are majority, the turn to be capataz was given to an evangelic comunero.
As it is could be understandable he did not want to afford drinks and music. He just wanted to
afford the meal after the work; the other evangelic farmers supported him on such a decision.
Then Catholics farmer managed beverages their own but no music. Thereupon they decided to
elect one capataz per religions, in that way both groups can work in faenas without affect the
other. Even tough this seemed to be a fair solution for them. Catholics feel that evangelic
farmers were damaging the costume learned and practiced throughout time.
When talk about this issue, and how they could manage the next faena, Catholics complain
about the evangelic people. They consider that evangelic are too complicated, in the sense that
they are not following the custom and making problems any time there is an activity which
involve beverage or music. They did not said that evangelic people were lazy, or that they
worked less, but that they are making things difficult. It is all about their new customs due to
their religion.
4.2

Local stories and community life

One of the special characteristics that make the Andean world interesting to research; beside
the strong sense of collectivity and cultural values shaping live in community is the huge
amount of stories or tales influencing peasant’s behavior, in order to be a good comunero
within community. Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa are not the exception to this ‘rule’.
Stories like ‘el condenao’, ‘la sirena’ or ‘el qarqacha’, involve social values which did shape
local rules social and influence how people live and behave. Of course all these stories are
susceptible to doubt and may depend on the cultural background of the person who listen
these stories whether he/she believe on them or not. However in Ñahumpuquio even people
who follow evangelic religion believed in these stories and may narrate them to visitors or
villagers when someone is going out at evening or doing something wrong. These three
stories are described in Box 1. They may help to get and idea or to infer how they shape local
rules.
23
24

Andean way to see the world which involve rites to pay tribute to mother earth, father sun, water, etc.
Chicha is a beverage made of maiz and cañazo is made from sugar cane.
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Box. 2 Stories from Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa
El Condenao
It is a ghost of a peasant who died whether in an accident or naturally and could not rest in peace.
It is considered a bad ghost. It was not a good person during his life, he behaves badly, cheated his
wife and other people, beat her and his children, even killed people. He was alcoholic and caused
many problems and conflict during his life. When he died he was not allowed to go into heaven
neither into hell. He was doomed to stay on earth without peace until he pays all his sins. If
someone walk alone or in groups of two at late night, they could met him walking and making
unpleasant noises, specially in areas where he was when he was alive. If el condenao meets you,
you would get scared up to death or madness.
La Sirena
She is a beautiful woman with lovely voice. She is sitting in a rock somewhere in the mountains
singing romantics tunes. She appears mainly at night. If someone hears her voice and meets her by
following her singing, he could become enchanted. The person will follow this beautiful woman
and she will take him somewhere far away as a slave.
El Qarqacha
It is known as a ‘the demon of the incest’. It happens when father have relation with his daughter
or there is a relation between siblings. Then these people are possessed by qarqacha. He appears
at late night when most of villagers are sleeping. When the qarqacha is around you could heard
noises like someone killing a pig and feel a cold wind blowing. Qarqachas may take both human
shape and llamas shape. If you met him in his human appearance, he would kill you by spiting on
your face and then eating your brain. Only brave people can fight against qarqachas. When this
demon possesses relatives, they both take the shape of llamas and you may find them in hidden
places where llamas can not live, i.e. in the kitchen of the communal school. Then when
comuneros get to know where the qarqachas are they take ropes, sticks and machetes and go to
fight them. They said that if you tie them up firmly with the rope and locked them in a room, next
morning, when the sun rises, they will take their human shapes. Then they will be punished by the
community. The punishment is to bring of them to public spaces, whip them several times and
finally expel them from the community.

These three stories deals with farmer behaviour within the community and shape local rules,
like not be outside at late night, to be a good person, good comunero, good father/husband or
mother/wife do not betray, do not commit incest. The common factor in these three stories is
that all of them end up with a punishment.
Los Pishtakus y los gringos
This story is related to a vision or idea that local people have about foreign people. The
Pishtakus and the gringos are difficult to separate in the Andean World. Weismantel (2001)
explains that during the conflict the popular story of the Pishtakus took the shape of sinchis25.
They kill anyone who goes after dark taking the fat of farmers. Pishtakus have been always
related to foreign people, in some other cases to mine’s engineers, government employees and
even tourists. They said that Pishtakus do not even speak Spanish. It is possible to link these
characters with moral within the Andean world for instance not going out at night, behave as
a peasant work in the fields and not work for mining companies.
It could be considered a story against capitalism and government intervention, and during the
times of violence it was used to scare people and regulate heir good behaviour and to mystify
engineers or soldiers. Part of the story of Pishtakus related in Weismantel (2001) said that
25

Anti-terrorist army soldier.
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when the Pishtakus come everybody will die, no one is save from his power and his ferocity.
He will take the flesh and the fat from peoples walking around at night.
New Pishtakus arrive to Huanta two week before the field work finished. USA army soldiers
arrive to Huanta in the context of an agreement with the regional government to help fighting
the drug trafficking. The regional government said that they will help in installing the tube
wells to get access to water in communities and develop some project in areas with drug
trafficking problems. It causes a huge impression to see all this military cars and the soldiers
arriving to the area whit huge machines. The comparison, then, was inevitable some people
said that the gringos are the Pishtakus; they will kill people in those areas.
What it seems to be true is that the government want to stop cropping Coca, and fight drug
traffickers. In the last months there were some police officers assaulted and ambushed by
traffickers and a police woman from Huanta death. This is why people think that there will be
a huge fight between the ‘gringos’, as they call them, and people living in the affected areas.
Talking with people in Huanta and in the Ñahuimpuquio, some people refer that farmers
living in the wild forest of Huanta will not leave easily the area or change the crop. Some of
the comuneros have already expressed that there will be blood if the government try to
eradicated them from these areas.
The idea that farmers have about foreigner and gringos, they mostly relate these actors to
mining, war, problems and unable to understand what are peasant points of view and the main
problems or the Andean world. There is also another story about an enchanted lake, gringos
and the merman, that reflect the idea that gringos are ambitious and want to extract the all the
gold of the land.
Two clear examples of this happened just during the first stage of my field work. The contact
person told the committees’ authorities that I was a Peruvian engineer that just came from
Holland where I was doing my MSc. studies and that I was interested in doing research with
them in Ñahuimpuquio. They were surprised how tall I was to be Peruvian, they said. They
may have to inform the committees through an extraordinary assembly, about my proposal to
live in the community during the field work, arrange logistic issues like where I will stay or
who will give me a place to stay or food, and how much should I pay for that. Anyway they
were happy and confidents about that people in the community will accept the proposal and
so I was.
However, the result of this introduction turned to be negative. I got a phone call from my
contact person who told me that the assembly has refused my proposal, that they are not
interested. We call back the authorities to know what happened and why they community
refuse my proposal. The authorities told us that comuneros were afraid of what I really want
to do in the community, why I was asking to live in the community with them and to spend
much time as possible there. We agree that Zenon -my friend and contact person- and I will
be present in the next meeting they have called out. In this meeting authorities gave us the
opportunity of introduce ourselves. Zenon, who had worked there and is well know in this
area start to talk to them in Quechua, explained them what I want to do, how would it work
out, since I do not speak Quechua, I just could followed his speech trying to understand and
learn some new words. Previously we had previously talked about remarking the fact that I
was not a gringo but a Peruvian, from Lima and that it was not the first time I have worked in
the Andes.
When he finished, he give me the word to say something to them. Then I say that I was sorry
not to speak Quechua, and explain that I was Peruvian, that I was not from Holland I was just
studying there, and explain them briefly about my work. Then, when the questions started, we
found out that the one of the reasons to refuse the proposal was that they thought I was a
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gringo that wanted to study the area, the soil, and their crops whether for a mining company
or to do develop any business that may be prejudicial for them. Then, I suddenly heard the
word Pishtaku followed by a general laughing. It was the first time I heard this word, I notice
that it means something interesting because the laughing and the gossip it generates. Later
that day I asked Zenon about the meaning of this word, and he explains to me what Pishtaku
means.
However, they accept the proposal and the next day I was installed in Ñahuimpuquio. Then,
talking with the president and other farmers in the community, they told me that the problem
was that when the authorities introduce me to the assembly, they said that I came from
Holland to do research, then I became a gringo for them, and then they say that I would like to
spend as much time as possible in the area, then I become a Pishtaku. Some of them told me
that they thought I want to study the soil to start a mining company. From there on any time
that they talk in Quechua and I heard the word Pishtaku I knew they talk about me, they
confirm that feeling smiling and saying ‘know the engineer knows what a Pishtaku is’.
The other example about the quality of being a gringo is about a deaf and dumb guy in
Ñahuimpuquio. The first day I spend in the area I met some comuneros in the communal area
having some beers they asked me to come and join them. I accept the invitation and join them
with some beers to get into the group start to know people and the area. Drinks goes one after
each other and then I was not anymore the Pishtaku who they were afraid of, they start to
make jokes, teaching me some quechua words, and then introduce themselves and other
comuneros by nicknames, one of these nick names get my attention, they start to call the
gringo. They told me that they have a gringo in the community, so I become curios to know
him, when he arrived, he was not really gringo at all, he was a typical Andean person. So I
asked him why did they call him a gringo, he is deaf and dumb other farmer told me. That is
why we call him gringo, ‘because he can not speak Quechua, not even Spanish, we can not
communicate with him in the same language, and he does not understand us, just like a real
gringo’
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4.3

Conclusion

Respect and reciprocity play an important role in community life, not only to live in a
peaceful environment but also to develop the community. They are both created through
collective action. These values may be at risk when talking about the different religions that
are found in the area and their effects in the collective action. It is not affecting the work itself
yet, but some Catholics farmers felt uncomfortable with this situation. These different
religions that came after the conflict, thus affect not only irrigation but it also affect live in
community. It means that the feeling of all peasant as solid community working together and
building community is being affected, because they are not sharing the same belief any more.
It is common to hear catholic people complain about the evangelic one that came after the
conflict, they say that maybe they were alcoholic or had many problems and now they want to
be good persons and then joined the evangelistic religion but they are always conflictive when
decision must be made. They fact that they do not drink beer or caña affect the inter-relation
between farmers, furthermore, Catholics consider that it is difficult to talk with them. I t is
because, drinking is part of the negotiation process, part of making decision, then, as far as
evangelic do not do that Catholics find difficult to deal with them.
The local rules that involved ghosts and local stories or rites to pay tribute to the land or water
are supposed not to be followed by evangelic but they still practiced them. It could also mean
that these religions are partly adopted by community while it does not affect or threat
productivity. Subsequently, they participate in the first rite to ensure good productivity and a
nice day of work during the faena, but they do not involve themselves, because of religion, in
sharing the beverage and partying. In that way productivity is productivity of the field is not
threaded.
The local stories described above shape local rules or codes of behaviour within the
community. Subsequently, these local stories may influence the decision making process, for
instance, when deciding who will be included onto the small cropping pattern.
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Chapter 5: Armed conflict, migration and its effects on irrigation
management
When talking about post-violent situation and how it affects any activity or people customs, it
is it important to know about the violent situation itself. Some general information was
described in the background of the research. However, it is important to know what the main
problems were during that time. By knowing these aspects it is possible to understand why
certain issues take place in the post conflict situation. In this chapter the report describes four
main issues. It starts with a description of both the migration process that took place in the
research area during the conflict and the migration process occurred after the conflict. The
main idea is to describe how these processes directly affected irrigation activities and
decision making what is done in section two and three of this chapter.
5.1

Armed conflict and migration process

The Migration process in Ayacucho can be divided in two phases, the first one occurred
during the conflict between Sendero Luminoso and the Government. The second phase
occurred after the conflict during the government of Alberto Fujimori. There was a
government program to bring people back to their hometowns. This program was called
Programa de Apoyo al Repoblamiento PAR (program to support resettling). The PAR was
under the supervision of the Ministry of Women and Development and took place during the
years 1995-2000. The next paragraphs describe these two main migration processes and how
they influences irrigation activities in Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa irrigation committee.
Huanta, among all the other provinces of the department of Ayacucho was badly hit by the
conflict which resulted that people migrated to other areas looking for safety. People from
highlands of Huanta were displaced; they left their homelands, their plots and abandoned their
livestock migrating to areas near to the city of Huanta, to Huamanga or other areas in the
coast, for instance Lima and Ica. Muñoz et al (2007) describe two settlements in Lima called
Huanta 1 and Huanta 2. They were formed by people from Huanta who left that area and
came to Lima escaping from the violent situation. This was the case of farmers living in the
highlands of the commission Yungayllu-Pahuanacucho, meaning people in Centro Union
Culluchaka or Union Puntina committees. Some of them now occupy rural areas near Huanta,
on the hills slopes, where they are now planning to build urban settlements. However,
migration was not only exclusive to people living in the highlands of the commission, it
occurs in all the five committees. For instance farmers living in Ñahuimpuquio26 migrated to
the coast or urban areas where the conflict was not hard. There were some exceptions within
Ñahuimpuquio, in some cases parents decided to stay in their places refusing to abandon their
plots and livestock; however, they did send their children with other relatives.
Farmers who decided to stay in Ñahuimpuquio and resist the conflict trying to keep their
properties faced many problems related with the conflict. They remember the violent times
when they have to make a decision about whether staying or leaving. Farmers who decided to
stay referred that agriculture was all what they had, if they have left it what would they have
done to live then, how they would support their families. Then they decided to send children
to safe areas while they remained in the field making some income that allowed them to
survive and to help their children by sending money to them.
Peasants in Ñahuimpuquio were between two fires, the terrorists and the armed army forces.
It was a big problem they faced and had to deal with. On the one hand they were blamed of
26

By this time Balcompampa as a committee did not exist.
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being terrucos27 or holding relation with Sendero Luminoso by the army forces. They were
constantly checked by soldiers who visit them, check their homes looking for clues that lead
them to the terrorist forces. On the other hand terrorist blamed farmers of helping the army to
fight them. For instance it is narrated in the Informe Final de la Comision de la Verdad y
Reconciliacion (2004) 28 (Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2004)
how farmers were attacked sometimes not only by the terrorist but also by the national army.
Some testimonies collected by CVR (2004) are narrated in box 2 in order to give a clearest
idea of how the situation was during that time in rural areas.
The second migration process occurred after the armed conflict. The PAR produced a mix of
cultural values that also affected irrigation activities. Once Abimael Guzman (the leader of
Sendero Luminoso) was captured and the ‘victory’29 of the state over the subversive forces,
the government’s next step was to re-populate the rural areas of Ayacucho. It was with this
purpose the PAR was created, within this program the government built homes in rural areas
affected by the conflict and gave them to the farmers. Some people, who arrived to the area,
following the program, did not belong to it originally. They mainly came as husband/wife or
relatives of people who did belong to the communities, some of them are from Ayacucho,
others from Huancavelica and there are some people that came from the rainforest of
Ayacucho. In the specific case of the two committees under study, some of them are people
that had never worked in agriculture before. One of the reasons why they turned to agriculture
was what they called el boom de la palta (avocado’s boom), an increasing interest and
demand for this crop not only for the national market but for exportation also. The soil in the
valley of Huanta is good for fruits, this and the support of the government and relatives in the
area were reasons to move to these places. However, they got small plots from parents and
had to look for other source of incomes.
These two migration processes, produced some effects that influenced and affected not only
irrigation activities but also social and cultural issues. For instance, feelings of fear, distrust
and insecurity were in they daily life. Farmers did not know what to do; they can not trust the
rebel group and its social discourse because they have killed good people, neither the army
that had been doing the same things. As it is described by CVR (2004) with testimonies some
people lost their dignity and the sense of community as a social institution. However what I
propose in this report is that after the conflict there is a feeling of strength, confidence and
self-defence that they have won by surviving the conflict.
Within the second migration process and the arrival of people from different areas, new ideas,
religions, perspectives, living styles and point of view about modernity came to the
community. However, it was not only the government program that produced these feelings
of modernity or new perspective. Oré (2007) state that after the conflict international agencies
were focus also on development projects in order to reduce poverty, some of them related to
resource management and other to human rights. They were established mainly in Huamanga
and from there working all around the department. Then, new discourse and customs arrived
to rural areas. This topic will be discussed later on in Chapter 7, nevertheless, it is worth to
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Terrucos is a common word used to refer terroristas (terrorists) in a pejorative manner.
In the followings lines the reference for this document is (CVR, 2004)
29
I consider a ‘victory’ between brackets because there is not a final winner; some people say that there are still
remnants of sendero in the Andean region. Overmore because in any given conflict there is not a solution but a
transformation of the conflict, therefore, it may appear in another form later if the main gap between rich and
poor people or social cleavages in the Peruvian social structure are not fight. This is my opinion and may be
considered a limitation or may bias the research..
28
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Box 3. Testimonies of the violent times
‘Toda la gente de esa zona ya no pudo vivir en paz nunca mas, por que así como ellos mataban a los
pobladores, empezaron también a matar pobladores de la zona porque decían que “porque no han avisado q
venían los subversivos”. Después, como llegaban así a diferentes lugares les decían q los atiendan,
prácticamente los obligaban y la población no podía hacer cosa mas que atenderlos. Después de un tiempo
llegaban los subversivos y también hacían lo mismo; mataban a la gente porque habían atendido a las fuerzas
del orden y eso era un circulo vicioso; iban, nos mataban entre ellos, y así prácticamente la gente iba
sufriendo lo indecible, sin tener culpa de nada’.
‘All the people in the area could not live in peace never again, because as they kill other comuneros, they
started to kill comuneros in the area, they said “why you did not tell us that the terrorist were coming”. Then,
like they arrive to different places they ask people to attend them, they practically force people to attend them
and people could not do anything else. After a time, the terrorist arrive to the area, and they used to do the
same, they killed people because they attend the army and it was a vicious circle; they go and kill us ….in
that way people suffered a lot without any guilt’. (CVR testimony 100490). CVR (358, 2004).
‘Ha habido quema en Huacauta, ha habido muertos ahí, yo creo que tengo el apunte, siete muertos,
campesinos, trabajadores. Claro, en ese momento con comuneros con campesinos estábamos confrontados,
pero finalmente eran campesinos pobres […] el fundo de la SAIS Illary, fue quemado por sendero luminoso,
completamente, se han distribuido ganados pero sin planificación, no ha habido una distribución de ganado
planificada. Se distribuyo así de llévense, uno se llevo uno, se llevo dos, se llevaron 50 otros se llevaron mas,
otros no se llevaron nada. Después al día siguiente ha caído la represión o sea el Ejercito las Fuerzas
Policiales esas han caído, a quien lo encontró con ganado le dijo terrorista, tu eres senderista, terrorista. AL
que no lo encontró con ganado nada tampoco no le dijo nada claro se salvo habrá ganado en ese momento
algo’.
There was a fire in Huacauta, there were people killed, I think I have the notes, 7 deaths, peasants, workers.
By that time comuneros and peasant were confronted but finally they were poor peasants […] The SAIS
Illary, was fired by Sendero Luminoso. The livestock was had been distributed but without planning, there has
not been a planed distribution of the livestock. It was distributed like just take the livestock. Some took one,
others took two, some took 50 or more, others did not take anything. The next day, the repression by the army
came, they called terrorist to anyone who was found with livestock, you are senderista, you are terrorist. They
did not say anything to the ones who has not got anything, they were saved but of course they would get
something in that moment. (CVR BDI-I-P247). CVR (397,2004)
‘La persecución, la represión por parte del Ejercito era terrible en ese tiempo. Basta que una persona haya
visto pasar a un subversivo, o en el supuesto caso que hayan llegado a su casa de pasada los arrepentidos, o
le hayan alcanzado algún plato de comida, algún vaso de agua, y si el campesino le brindaba eso, era motivo
suficiente para que las fuerzas del orden lo persigan, lo torturen. Muchos han sido desaparecidos entonces
por ese temor; mucha gente antes que sufran una tortura una desaparición, la gente prefería voluntariamente
ir a manifestarse’.
Persecution and repression by the national army was terrible during this time. It was enough that one have
seen a terrorist passing by, or on the assumption that they have arrived to your place, or just passing by it, the
repentant, or if someone gave them food or water, if the peasant did so, I was consider reason enough to
become persecuted by army and be tortured . Many have disappeared because of that, they, before suffering
torture or disappearance, prefer to go voluntarily to give their declaration. (CVR. BDI-I-P281). CVR (355,
2004).

mention here that post conflict situation with an increasing interaction between urban-rural
areas have been affecting cultural values. Spending time in the community with the farmers
and young people had helped me to understand what the expectations of young people and
their parents are. Young people in the community are working with their moto-taxis, some of
them are in Huamanga studying or in Lima with other relatives. They expect to get a job in
Huanta and help their families in their free time or to go to Lima and make a career over
there. I was asked many times about professions, universities in Lima, contacts to get jobs
there it did not really matter in which profession; they said they can learn easily.
5.2

The effects of conflict on irrigation management

The violent conflict and the resulting migration do affect irrigation activities in
Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa irrigation committees. I will describe in the following
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paragraphs how these activities have been affected. For instance, within this situation, farmers
living in these areas could not develop night irrigation because it was too dangerous to go out
in darkness. They were afraid of being killed by terrorists, army or Pishtakus30. It is important
to consider that there were just few farmers in the area by this time. In that sense, also living
activities were affected by reason of that they can not go far in the mountain to get firewood.
Farmers who stayed in Ñahuimpuquio were visited many times by terrorist forces. They said
that as far as farmers were just working their fields, without making problems and not holding
huge properties, there were no problems. When the army passed by the community, farmers
used to say that they were just working their field as good peasants. At that time farmers
could not move easily from one place to another, they mostly stay in places near by the
community. They said that by that time it was really dangerous to go to the mountains to pick
firewood, medical herbs or to go to other communities to coordinate any activity.
People in Ñahuimpuquio remember that it was really dangerous because they might meet
either terrorists or Sinchis in the mountain; in any case their life was in danger. Los sinchis
were a group of policemen trained in anti-terrorist actions. Army forces in general were
constantly exposed to terrorist forces since the last one easily hid between inhabitants. People
in Huanta remember the sinchis as gory soldiers, soldiers that killed and shot people without
any idea if they were guilty or innocent. There is a song which talks about them and
reproduces the way they were seen by community members. The song is called ‘flor de
retama’, and at some point it says:
Por cinco esquinas estan, los sinchis entrando estan
Van a matar estudiantes huantinos de corazon
Amarillito amarillando flor de retama
There are many versions about the sinchis, some people say that they were foreigners,
gringos, and some others said that they came from Argentina and that they were spread along
the mountains and in the highlands. However in this song their bloody spirit is reflected:
‘Through the main street of Huanta, the Sinchis came into the city kill students who were real
Huanta people’.
There is no official data about how many people migrated and how many stayed in the area.
However, when interviewing farmers they said that only ten families stayed in
Ñahuimpuquio. In some cases, from these families, young people were sent by their parents to
different areas to lives with other relatives. One reason to send them to other areas instead of
keeping them in the area working in the field was mainly security because during this time
young people were recruited by army and Sendero Luminoso to fight in their troops.
An example of this happened to Don Pedro31, He is an active and influential farmer within the
community; once his elder son (20 years old, at that time), was arrested by the army one
morning. When Don Pedro got the news in the evening, he immediately went to the
headquarters in Huanta and looked for his son. The Army visited his farm many times and he
was always helpful and calm. Don Pedro remembers that he said to the authority that he only
stayed in Ñahuimpuquio because he is a farmer, he has to take care of his farm, he is not a
terrorist, he is not a bad person, why did they take his son? He asked to talk with a
commandant he knew, -he said that the commandant had been in his field and talked with him
before-. The commandant did recognize Pedro, then Pedro explained him the situation and his
30

See Chapter 4.
Names used in this report are fictive in order to protect the informants and the people involved in their related.
In this case Pedro is a comunero owner of plots in Balcompampa.
31
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problem. After they both talked the commandant promised Pedro to take care of his son. He
would take his son to Lima to serve the army for two years, and give him a job in the army
not as a soldier but in any other labour. When relating this story, Don Pedro gratefully said
that they are compadres now. Pedro’s son lives in Lima, he made a family there and has a
bakery business which he was taught to do in the army. The ex-commandant, now general,
and Pedro are still in touch, sometimes Pedro calls him to say hello.
Not all the farmers living now in Ñahuimpuquio were as brave as Don Pedro to stay there and
not all the ones who stayed had the luck of meeting someone that helped them in the way the
commandant helped Don Pedro. However, he saw his labour force in the farm reduced. After
his son, a daughter and other son went to Lima too. Nowadays he only gets help in the farm
from a 16-years-old son and his wife. In the same way many farmers’ labour force reduced,
the work that used to be done then by three or four has to be done now by one or two and only
in with daylight to be safe.
The same effect that the conflict has on family level occurs on committee and commission
level as a consequence of the huge mass of people migrating to more calm places. There was
more work for the ones who stayed. For example when they need to clean and repair the canal
through faenas. The amount of work and the fear of being attacked made them work
superficially in the faena, just to keep water running through the canal. Notwithstanding this
fact, one farmer says that during that time irrigation management was easier because there
were fewer people to discuss irrigation issues, there was enough water to irrigate everybody’s
lots, decisions were made more easily and more quickly and there were no conflicts with the
evangelic people.
On the other hand most of people who have left and come back are now small landholding
farmers. They have less work during the faenas since it depends on the amount of land a
farmer holds. However, this has no direct influence in the decision making process as we will
see since the voting systems ruling is ‘one user one vote’, hence it is not related to the amount
of land they own. However, by law it is linked with the amount of land a farmer owns which
shows another kind of contrast between national laws and local rules.
Because of the amount of land held, there are just few farmers that make a life out of
agriculture in the committees, meaning that they have no other source of income. Many
farmers with small plots, mostly newcomers, within the committees are working in
Construyendo Peru (Building Peru), a government program that aims to employ rural-poor
people as a labourer in building roads, pavement, schools, sport fields or any kind of
infrastructure for the community, farmers get paid 16 nuevos soles per day. This is one of the
main sources of income for many families within the committees. In some cases women join
this program to get more income while men work in Huanta or Huamanga; when this situation
takes place, they work in their plot during the morning, if they have to feed the cattle they go
to their plot at 5 am, cut alfalfa to feed the animal, have breakfast and then they go to work.
Another effect of the armed conflict that took place in the research area is the lack of support
for agriculture from the government. Inhabitants of Ñahuimpuquio say that government
engineers were not there during the violent time to support them in agricultural issues
throughout any kind of assistance program. On the other side engineers say that it was too
dangerous to go to communities during the violent time to do any kind of job or extension
program. Not even if the army came along with them. Thus, fear was then not only an issue
for farmers involved in irrigation activities.
There is not a distrust problem between farmers affecting water distribution or irrigation
activities. The reason is that farmers consider that everyone needs water to irrigate and they
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have to work together32. This principle allows them to overcome this issue and not to make
any distinction among farmers even though they know or suspect who was involved with the
terrorists. For instance there is a comunero in Balcompampa linked with sendero; some
comuneros said that he was a terrorist. He works as a teacher in Huanta and has a plot of land
in Balcompampa and a small one in Ñahuimpuquio. Despite people know or talk during the
interviews about his former affiliation they say that it is not a cause to make differentiation.
The common phrase given as an answer in these cases is ‘As far as he works in his land,
behaves as a good comunero and does not make problems within the community he gets the
same rights as all the others’. Here once again reference is made to being a good comunero as
a key issue to get rights in the communal context.
5.3

The effects of conflict on decision making in irrigation activities

Respect as cultural value gives authority, leadership and change the social status of a farmer
within the community influencing his role in making decisions. In that sense, people who
stayed in the community during the violent time have gained respect from other farmers due
to their braveness. Therefore, it can be said that they have changed their status within the
community; they are now considered leaders and respected people. As an example there is the
case of Don Pedro, mentioned before, He is one of the comuneros who decided to stay in the
community together with other 9 other families. Nowadays Don Pedro has an active role in
the community, he is involved in almost all the projects in the community although he is not
in the committee board. He is often asked for advice and recommendation to proceed and has
contact with NGOs working in avocado production. Don Pedro bought some plots in the
community and nowadays is opening more fields in the hill slope to crop Tara. He is also
involved as a member in the JUDRA and was the contact person in the community for the
field work. He does recognize that staying in the community has given him respect from
others and also helps him making contacts in government institutions.
However, not all the farmers who stayed are respected, or to make it clearer, not all of them
have known how to gain respect. There is a case of another farmer, Don Roberto, who also
stayed during the conflict but he has took advantage in a bad way. He appropriated some rural
areas, abandoned because of the conflict, near Ñahuimpuquio Bajo, in the Cachi river valley.
He had swindled other farmers by selling them the plots with urban purpose, and then he
asked them to occupy those areas and live there within 4 months after the transaction.
Obviously farmers could not go and live there in such a short period of time and without any
commodity, no light and no water. After the fourth month he just sold the plots to other
people from other areas cancelling the previous agreements. Currently Don Roberto has a
court order to be arrested, but he also has many relatives, compadres and friends protecting
him in the community and on the political level. Old farmers and new-comers swindled by
Don Roberto said that his friends protected him because he always invited them for beers or
lunch or because he is the godfather of their children. For instance Don Pedro is one of the
affected farmers; once he went to jail because he refused to let the new ‘buyers’ to occupy
what was supposed to be his plot in the new urban area. Now he and other swindled people
carry with them a copy of the court order but there is nobody in the community who arrested
him, and when the police come. He is always protected or hidden.
32
This case refers the same pattern of behavior regarding water distribution than in Nepal where Maoist-State
violent conflict influence at political levels, but at field level when they have to distribute water within farmers it
seems not to have much influence in who will get, for how long and how much. And from an interviews with
Timo Gassbeek (Phd. candidate of disaster studies department from Wageningen University) it is possible to talk
the same pattern that take place in Sri Lanka where water conflicts are a result of farming activities rather than of
political affiliation or ethnicity.
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Therefore the armed conflict does have an effect on irrigation activities regarding decision
making, as it is possible to see in Don Pedro’s example. Although it may not be considered a
direct effect, since the principle ruling voting is one user, one vote, indirectly Don Pedro’s
opinion or advice guide decisions made in the committees. In the same sense, opinion of
respected farmers who showed ability to survive during this awful time or others who showed
the ability to guide the community has great weight in general assembly. The importance of
their opinion is shown by asking advice or by using the network they have built.
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5.4

Conclusions

Violent conflict as a part of the context related to the state and civil society context, proposed
by Mollinga (2003), does affect irrigation activities. It affects the three groups of irrigation
activities proposed by Uphoff (1986). For instance, it has an effect on water usage activities
since it was not possible to irrigate overnight and also it was said that during that time it was
easier to manage water since there were fewer people. It affects organizational activities
because, as it was described in the former paragraphs, it causes an influence in decision
making. And finally it affects infrastructure activities, since collective action related to O&M
of the system was hardly done properly and also state engineers were absent from that area to
assist them in design or whatsoever was required.
This chapter shows that migration processes due to the violent conflict in Ñahumpuquio
decrease labour force, not only on farm level, but also on commission level. On farm level
farmers who decided to stay mainly sent their young sons to other places to live with other
relatives, which means that they miss help on the farm. In the same way as on commission
and committee level the amount of people to work in irrigation activities decreases, although
it was easier to manage water during this time the work load increased and so did the
operation of the system.
After the conflict, migration processes to resettle the area had also affected water usage
activities, water allocation and water management on committees’ level is more difficult
because there are now more people with different backgrounds, some of them are Andean
people who had lived in cities during the conflict. Then as it has been mentioned in previous
chapters, they acquired different customs and joined different religions affecting irrigation
activities, for instance the faena.
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Chapter 6: Policy implementation at field level and farmers’ responses
Law and state policy in Peru following certain external models just like other developing
countries do not seem to consider or to look at the problems in the context where they take
place. Instead they aim to apply recipes given by outsiders that are supposed to heal any
injury and solve any kind of problem. Irrigation policies in Peru are aimed to modernize
throughout an ongoing IMT. What I propose in this chapter is that after the conflict farmers
seem to have become strong enough as a community, as a collective, in such a way that they
are able to cope with difficulties and to successfully deal with policy implementation. In this
chapter I will answer the questions, what are the general aspects of the irrigation policies,
what are the government institutions in the area? What is the relation between farmers and
government? How farmers respond to the implementation of this policy?
6.1

General Aspects

In Peru, the general framework for irrigation policies is the general water law of 1969 (D.L. N
17752). This law establishes that the Peruvian government owns and controls all the water
resources within its territory and has the right over them. Therefore the government gives
water use authorizations for concessions to any kind of users when they require it. There have
been at least 9 regulations adapting and specifying issues in the general law since it was
promulgated. Beside all these regulation, a new water law project was proposed during the
government of Alberto Fujimori, proposing creation of water market and following the
Chilean neo-liberal model, but it has been not approved.
The general water law establishes that allocation of water resources should be based on social
and public interest; defining the water use priority as follows:
•
•
•
•

Drinking sector.
Livestock.
Agricultural uses.
Energy, industry and mining.

The government institution in charge of water resources is the Instituto Nacional de Recursos
Naturales INRENA (National Institute of Natural Resources). Within this institute, there is a
department named Division de Recursos Hidricos (Water Resources Division) which is in
charge of water related issues in the country. This division works on irrigation management
through the Administracion Tecnica de Distrito de Riego ATDR (Technical Administration of
Irrigation Districts). The Unidad Transitoria de Riego (Transitory Division of Irrigation) is
the area of the INRENA which is in charge of all the issues related to irrigation regulations.
However the INRENA is not the only institution dealing with water issues and involved in
water management in Peru. Nowadays the following institutions are involved in water
management:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Water Authority
Ministry of Environment
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of House, Building and Sanitation
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Production
Ministry of Mining and Energy
Privates and public water systems operators
Basin council.
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•

Water Users Joint

All these institutions are involved in the National System of Water Resources which is a key
actor in the Politica y Estrategia Nacional de Riego (National Policies and Strategies for
Irrigation). This system was created33 by the government to facilitate the implementation of
Tratado de Libre Comercio –TLC- (Free Trade Treat) with the Unites States of North
America in agricultural issues. The head of this system is the National Water Authority that
was created months ago; the aim of this system is to promote an integrated water management
system in the country following the millennium goals.
In 2003 the Peruvian government developed the Politica y Estrategia Nacional de Riego34.
The objective of these policies and strategies is to contribute to improve profitability and
competitiveness of agriculture through the sustainable and intensive use of land and the
increase of water use efficiency. These policies could be considered fuzzy since it gives water
a cultural value in addition to the economic, environmental and social value but it does not
say in which aspect culture is considered. They recognize traditional uses of water, ancestral
rights and uses but it does not say how or what ancestral uses and custom will be respected, it
just establishes that cultural values and traditional rights will be respected as far as they do not
go against the national law and public interests.
Following this policies and strategies, water management should be based on an integrated
watershed approach. INRENA then is the institution in charge of the implementation of this
policies and strategies. These policies implies three many issues that will be unfolded in the
next paragraphs. First, an ongoing IMT process, where the government gives the
responsibility of manages the irrigation system to farmers. At the same time it controls water
use through the ATDRA and require the creation of Water Users’ Association (WUA).
Second, the implementation of the Proyecto Sub-sectorial de Irrigacion-Sierra (PSI-sierra) Sub-sectarian Irrigation Project for the country side-; which goal is to install pressurized
irrigation system in order to promote water use efficiency through the use of technology.
Third, is the education of people in water culture, this terms used by the state may has two
meanings. On the one hand the economic value of water thus propose an increase of water use
efficiency by using technology (PSI –sierra), and on the other hand, by labelling the term with
the word culture, it is possible to distinct two groups of users. The ones who follow this
economic value thus becoming to be well educated people, and the ones who do not share or
not follow this principle hence are considered not educated or backward people.
It is not possible to talk about IMT process related to these two committees under study. The
reason is that the system has always been a FMIS. No government intervention can be seen or
recognized by farmers in the area other than become formally registered in the ATDRA to
ensure their water right and, as it is said in Chapter 3, get access to other projects. Operation
maintenance of the systems, two of the main issues related to the transfer process from the
government to users in irrigation system, has been done by farmers since the system was
built.
The ATDR of Ayacucho is responsible of water management issues concerning to the
government within the irrigation district. There are three kinds of authorizations given by the
government to use water: permits, licenses and authorizations. Any water users’ organization,
state institutions or projects should apply for the respective authorization to get formal rights
to use water. Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa holds a water permit which is a temporally
33

D.L. N 1081 on June 28th, 2008.
The information related to strategies and Policies is obtained from the booklet developed by the Comision
Tecnica Multisectorial (2004), see references.
34
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license to use water but it is given only if there is enough water supply and other users will be
not affected by new right. Before giving the permit, the ATDR has to ask the opinion of the
JUDRA, to certify the existence of the water user organization and its water needs. Other
tasks of the ATDRA are to implement water fee in the irrigation district, to promote both, the
creation of water user’s organizations and the education in water culture.
Policies in Peru promote private investments and farmers management irrigations systems
(FMIS). They talk about water allocation by block, meaning corporative water rights and
allocation should be given by block of 10000 m3/ha/year. Therefore water users should be
organized in WUA to access to this proposed model of water allocation. It also proposes a
system for votes based on the amount of area owned by a farmer. It means that farmer holding
certain extension of land would have the respective votes (1 vote per hectare), thus more
power in the decision making process. However, none of these two proposals, the allocation
per block and the voting system, is working at field level. Despite of this WUAs were created
and some tasks were given to them by the model of statute for its creation and next
recognition.
Then water users’ organizations, in this case Balcompampa and Ñahuimpuquio committees,
have to be on charge of managing irrigation activities, the system and their conflicts. All of
these responsibilities are considered in the statute models given to farmers by ATDR when
creating these irrigation committees. However in these committees, irrigation activities issues
are not much different from what it used to be before their official registration and then
recognition by the government, the main change, as it was is said in chapter 3 is the creation
of Balcompampa irrigation committee.
The PSI is a project that has worked in the coastal area of Peru in the last years and that now
it getting to be implemented in the country side. This project deals mainly with irrigation
technology and modernization. It considers the installation of drip or sprinkle irrigation
systems following the discourse that water should be used economically wise and with a
tendency of increasing the efficiency in it usage. Now the PSI points its attention in Ayacucho
and other four Peruvian departments. Within Ayacucho, Huanta is considered one of the best
places to start due to high production of avocados and other fruit and also because of the
already established organization of users in JUDRA and its recognition in the ATDRA. This
project is funded by the World Bank, therefore some advisor or consultants were sent to the
area to study the feasibility of the implementation of the projects. Some of them visited the
JUDRA by February collecting information and general data for the profile. By May of this
year, the PSI- Sierra was presented in society in the regional government building. At such
events many people from the political and technical level attend but only few people from the
water users association, mainly from the JUDRA. Therefore it is a sign of the low level of
involvement, though the interest could be high, of the farmers at the first phase of the
implementation.
The term water culture is mentioned in the official booklet as a policy toward management of
water resource even though it is not defined. This fact leads to vagueness of the term, making
possible to infer or to figure out many ideas about it. Even among the government agents
there is an uncertainty about what is it about; none of them in Ayacucho was able to give a
clear explanation of it. The same happened in Lima, in the office of the INRENA, people
interviewed related the term ‘water culture’ and how it should be implemented to different
issues and ways respectively. However the main point of view was that it is being seen as
instrument to increase water use efficiency by users, educate them and make them become
conscious about water and its price and that it is wise to used it efficiently and get more
revenues –using pressurized irrigation system- instead of wasting it. Therefore, the idea does
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not come out of the blue that water culture can be a way to classify or label people in two
groups: the educated – one may think in the large farms of Ica or La Libertad where this
model is applied but also the characteristic are totally different than the country side- and the
backwards –then Andean figure come to scene and the PSI as a way to educate Andean
people applying the same model as in the coast.
6.2

Implementation at field level

What is happening at field level is that the whole country is in an irrigation management
transfer. The government wants WUAs to take over O&M of the irrigation systems they use.
It is part of a bigger decentralization process, where the central government wants to give up
some tasks and reduce its expenditures by transferring them to regional governments. It
causes bureaucratic problems when decision should be made, since some tasks are already
transferred but others not. Therefore it produces a delay in policy, as a government agent in
Ayacucho assured.
However, when a policy does not succeed in being implemented in rural areas, farmers are
blamed for it. This case is not the exception of this ‘rule’. I would describe an experience that
may show this fact. Once, when I was travelling from Lima to Ayacucho, I met a friend of
mine in the bus. We studied together in the university and now he is working in the Ministry
of Agriculture, in a high post. He was going to Ayacucho to hold a meeting with the president
of the Region. The meeting was about the decentralization process and to arrange the last
issues in order to give equipment and machines to the region. By these days in Ayacucho a
farmer strike took place, protesting against government measures, policies and asking for
recognition of their rights. During this protest two people were killed by a police officer and
the situation was really tense. The point of view and the words of my friend working in this
government job for almost 3 years, was not new for me, as a Peruvian who has worked in the
country side and mainly in the farmer side. There is only one excuse given to an unsuccessful
implementation of policy, and it mainly comes followed for an imputation to rural people:
‘Peasants do not want to obey. They do not know and they do not obey, they just want to make
noise, they are naughty, rebellious, red, ollantistas35’. Policy makers and government officials
argue that modernization is development and not to follow modernization trends is
backwardness. On the other side, a farmer, mainly active in the JUDRA replay when I tell
him my experience ‘they said that we are terrucos (terrorist) just because we do not blow our
head to what they said’. This is then a constant fight of people claiming for recognitions of
their rights (in this case the peasants in Ayacucho, that are considered by the hegemonic
discourse backwards, underdeveloped and rebellious- against the ones who think are always
right in the measures and policies they develop.
Problems also happened amongst government agents in policy implementation, for instance
the perception of field engineers about their bosses in the ATDR. They have to obey, as
subordinates, to what the head of the office says, then I heard more than once the phrase
‘They do not know what is really happening at field level, they –their bosses- have never come
to this area. They get more money and work less than us, we have to face the farmers and try
to help them as much as we can’.
On the other hand, the relation between the field engineer in Huanta and the farmers was
good. At least as far as I noticed and what some farmers expressed about him, however in the
period of the field work (almost 4 months) he had never gone to the community, instead
farmers went to his office in Huanta to get their credentials as WUA’s board. Even more,
35
Ollantistas, is how are called people following Ollanta Humala Parties, who was a candidate in the last
presidential rally.
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there are also informal relations between the JUDRA in Huamanga and the field engineer. For
example he brought some papers to or money from the farmer to pay any quota in the JUDRA
from different committees or commission in Huanta. As this saves the JUDRA expenditures
of going to those places but also time they would invest in the visit. Then in reward the
JUDRA gives the field engineer small benefits like charging his mobile phone or inviting him
for drinks. It is a internal agreement that make people in rural areas depend on the field
engineer and at the same time develops reliability among these 3 actors the farmers, the field
engineer and the JUDRA.
In Peru the discourse of policy makers and some actions propose a participatory approach.
They claim as main strategy the involvement of the all the actors to develops successful
policies one can see it in any given manifestation of politicians by the media or in any
political discourse. However, in reality what is happening is still a unidirectional process. For
example: the creation of the National System of Water Resources (section 6.1). The creation
of this system was considered one of the main complains from the farmers during their strike
on February, they were totally opposed to this system. However, on June it was promulgated
by law. This kind of actions may bring problems later on when implementing at field level
and the farmer show resistance to this policy when it need to be implemented.
However, in this ‘game’ farmer seem to be the government rivals instead of been considered
part of the same team. Why have I used the word ‘game’ to refer the policy implementation
process? It is because of as well as the government or any interest group will use many ways
to implement a policy that benefit them, farmers do the same. As well as they can resist the
implementation of these policies they can also try to adapt to them in order to reach their goal.
Therefore the strategy of splitting in two what was supposed to be one committee -The case of
Balcompampa and Ñahuimpuquio- shows how they were able to cope with this policy by
themselves, in a way of mimicries as I states in the conclusion of chapter 3. They adapt their
structure to a foreign model in order to get some benefit already mentioned, but internally the
way how they manage the system is still reign by local rules. In this way they reach their goal
and also reject the game of interest that took place between the ATDR and users downstream.
At this point it is important to establish that there are four paths in the process of policy
implementation at field level, as it is established in figure N 4. There I propose a framework
to analyze policy implementation at field level by using Sutton (1999) and Sosa (2008). The
first path is called resistance -reaction to change (Sutton, 1999)-, which may bring the policy
process to the starting point again. The second one is the adaption or adoption of policy by
committee or users, such as the case of the creation of Balcompampa. Following this path it
may be expected some conflicts to arise and break the status quo due to a new structure or
rules that may affect some farmers. Therefore a negotiation process would take place among
users to transform the conflict what would end whether in transformation of the problem
and a new status quo in the committee or in a crisis stage (Sosa, 2008), that may lead to a
resistance phase or to an tense stage between the actors.
A truth about the government engineers when implementing policies or projects that bother
farmers is the fact that they are only concerned or interested on the goals they have to
accomplish. They do not care about culture or communal structure, they do not see beyond
the irrigation systems. The same for the government, many farmers said that the government
to not take care of them, they do not help them, and therefore why must they follow what the
government says? At committee level as I will explain in the next section policy have been
adopted and adapted to the reality in Balcompampa and Ñahuimpuquio.
Related to the water culture concept and the PSI project there is not much to be added to what
is said in the previous section. Since they are not taking place in the area yet. As it was stated
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before the concept or the idea or water culture is not clear in the ATDRA who is supposed to
‘educate’ farmers. In addition the PSI sierra was introduced officially in May when the field
work was almost finished so not much information could be collected.
6.3

Adapting or adopting new structures

One of the main interesting issues and also a reason why the case was selected to be
researched was the fact that in these committees, farmers still practice some typical work
related to irrigation, like the faena or limpia acequia already described in chapter 3 and the
way how they, by splitting in two committees Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa, cope with
an ATDR requirement. However I have not said much about why they did it. Why if they
have always been a FMIS they need to be recognized now. Even more why if they have not
got any help in the maintenance or operation of the system.
After the violent conflict and with the re-settlement of people in the area and surondings, the
water resource become more contested36 by reason of more people needed water upstream and
also downstream or neighboring commissions. In addition, farmers in the committees but also
in Huanta, are worried about mining activities, there are some denuncios mineros (application
for mining concession). They are worried about it since it may affect agriculture and natural
resources and it sources. Therefore, what it used to be easy to manage while the conflict
because there were not many people in the area and the water was more than enough for them
–meaning that they were not problems with water supply and farmer can irrigate their field
without problems; Became an issue difficult to manage. Therefore, the main reason to become
formal was to ensure a minimum flow of water coming to their fields (19.5l/s is registered in
they water permits) and also to ensure the source of the water in a legal way in order to avoid
or be protected in case of future problems with mining companies. In that sense the only
benefit that farmer will get from it is the legal frame that will help them in case of any
intervention or projects that affects their rights. Next to this the access to different
governmental projects that required to be recognized or organized as a WUA in order to be
able to apply.
However they do not fully adopted or following the policy, they have two users list one for
the small crop pattern and other for the large crop pattern, while for the ATDR they only have
the one for big crop pattern list while the critical period for water management is during the
small crop pattern. At the beginning I thought that it was also a strategy to solve any potential
problems. But it turned out that the ATDRA’s local engineer knows that there are two
different list of users, one for each crop pattern, notwithstanding, he ask for the list that
involves more farmers instead for asked for the list when the water distribution is more
critical. Maybe he ignores all the issues beyond the elaboration of these lists.

36

Look at chapter 5 when talking about the migration process.
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6.4

Conclusions

Regarding the policy process, there is incongruence between the discourse of policy makers
or politicians, and the way how policies have been implemented at field level. From my point
of view, policy implementation is a non-linear process, shaped by many phases and reactions
from actors as Crosby (1996) Long (1992) and Thomas and Grindle (1990) argue and I
attempt to add with the framework in annex 3. When analyzing policy processes. It is possible
to observe the constant interaction, reactions or responses farmers gives to policies. However
it seems that the government still considers a top-down approach, rather than the participatory
approach they pronounce.
Within this process, the policy maker is influenced (but also must be aware of them and
recognize them) by different forces or interest from the society, state and certain context, like
in this case the re-settlement after the violent conflict. Then he makes policy choices and
sends them to be implemented on the field, whereas a discourse of participatory approach is
used in its implementation but not in its creation. Then the participation of the farmer
becomes a way to convince them, ‘educate’ them or to make them conscious about the
convenience of certain policies such as the case of ‘water culture’; instead of get feedback or
their opinion in an interactive activity that should rule the beginning of the process.
As Thesome (2003) argues that farmers are not passive receptors to an intervention, instead
farmers have their own way to response to certain interventions. However, in this ‘game’
while the government thinks about them as rebellious and backward, they are smart enough to
cope with policies that follow foreign interests rather than the farmer ones, and still get some
benefits from them. The example given in this chapter shows how farmers, just by
coordination and working together, find a way to deal with a complicated situation. A reason
why most of the policies are not implemented yet at field level would be that they are out of
context or not well defined. They were made following the top-down approach without
knowing the reality in the Andean areas and without taking into account Andean reality that is
widely different from the coastal reality where police choices are made.
In the ‘game’ of the policy implementation process play many interests and, of course, many
actors with different background. However, in Ayacucho, a society badly hit by civil war,
even more in Huanta, what I perceive as a result of surviving the conflict is a feeling of strong
community structure to face problems. I am not saying that during the conflict the
communities’ or farmers organization structure were not hit and almost destroyed. I am
saying that after the conflict and acknowledging that they survive to a war using till certain
extent their owns means like rondas campesinas (peasant patrols) or Club the Madres
(Mothers’ Club) as key institutions during the conflict; they now feel strong enough to fight
any other problem. When peasant consider that any intervention is affecting their livelihood
or the way they manage their resources thus they decide to complain or to fight in political
arenas, organizing meetings or protesting in the street like the framer strike that took place in
February. Then, they use collectiveness as a first weapon and then evoke communal feelings
or memories such as reciprocity, Incas stories, the battle of Ayacucho, the braveness of the
comuneros to survive Sendero Luminoso, and the kind of bitterness towards army forces
representing the government.
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Chapter 7: Modernization and agriculture
In this chapter two main points are argued. First, there is a cultural clash resulting from the
contact between the urban and the rural world as part of a modernization processes. Second,
the role of agriculture is linked to the extension of the area a farmer posses. However it could
be considered as the main activity for farmers notwithstanding that some farmers have to look
for another source of income. Within this chapter migration is understood as a factor
influencing modernization, and what can be called a process of acculturation happening in
young Andean people. The objective is to answer questions how modernization in a context of
rural-urban interconnections affect cultural values and irrigation activities, what are the
main sources of incomes and in this concern what is the role of agriculture?
7.1

Migration and modernization after the armed conflict

After the armed conflict between the State and Sendero Luminoso, the government and many
international agencies focused their attention on Ayacucho. This produced what De la Cadena
(2000) defines as a cultural clash. This term refers to a process of cultural contact between
two different cultures and the social change it involved. In the specific case of this research, it
refers to the contact of two ‘worlds’: the urban and the rural. These two worlds are most of
the time labeled by the hegemonic discourse of the government or some international
agencies, as modern and backward.
The government intervened in this process through programs, like the Programa de Apoyo al
Repoblamiento PAR (Program to Support Resettlement), that help displaced people to come
back to former abandoned areas. At the same time, some NGO’s started their work in these
areas focused mainly on social rural development and human rights issues. It has to be
considered that these two actors have different ways to approach a problem, on the one hand
the government with it Top-down approach in policy implementation. And on the other hand
the participatory approach suggested by the NGO’s. Nevertheless they both follow donors’
policy which mainly is related to the mainstream discourse of modernization and education of
backward people.
These two factors influence the migration of many ‘foreign people’ to Ayacucho and its rural
areas while displaced local people living in Lima or other cities decided to come back to their
hometown. However, it is important to realize at this point that is not only about physical
migration of new people coming to rural areas and mix with local people, but it is also about
the cultural background, vision, expectative and customs they have. In the same reasoning,
displaced people, who came back, have changed some aspects of their past rural daily life,
activities or cultural background. It is important to recognize these issues because, at the end
of the day, are three different elements -local people, new people and previous displaced
people- that mixed together and interact with each other within the same boundaries. These
are elements causing social changes, thus producing a cultural clash as it is explain in the
following paragraphs.
In Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa, people started to come back from cities around 1998,
some of them with families, with children that were raised in an urban context and then
introduced to a rural one. In other cases, like for instance the case of Don Carlos, only his
wife and his four daughters came back to Ñahuimpuquio; he decided to stay in Lima in order
to get more income, by that time he was working as bricklayer in construction projects during
daytime and as a night watchman, during night time. Like Don Carlos many other farmers in
Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa worked in Lima as labourers before coming to the
community. Doña Teresa (Don Carlos’ wife) is originally from Ñahuimpuquio, while Don
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Carlos is from other rural community located in the northwest of the department of Ayacucho.
However, as he said once, ‘I came to the community as a son in law, but like me there are
more’. Indeed there are more cases within the irrigation committees where the wife is the one
with her roots in the community while the husband has just followed her. In some of these
cases the man did not have much idea of agricultural labours, since they left rural areas when
they were teenagers or children. ‘I have learned everything about agriculture by myself
helping and watching my father in law and other farmers’, Don Carlos stated.
The third new element in the community is the presence of the sated program called
Construyendo Peru (Building Peru). It gives another source of income to farmer in irrigation
committees. Nowadays, most of the farmers that used to work in the building sector in Lima
combine farming activities with building jobs in Huanta and in the community using their
experience. This is a way not only to obtain more income and then complement the income
produced by agriculture but also to keep in contact with the urban world. Some of them have
bought brand new mountain bikes to go to their jobs in Huanta.
A fourth new element that can be realized is the importance of being in touch with the urban
world. Indeed it was impressive for me to see how important it is for some of them to show
that they were and still are in contact with urban areas. For instance, to show how well they
know Lima since they have worked there for many years. There is a feeling of pride when
they talk about their experience in Lima; how proud they became of knowing almost every
district in Lima. It was even clearer when one of them mentioned an area where I had not
been before. Then he proudly said, ‘ya ve inge yo conozco Lima mas q usted’ (You see
engineer, I know Lima more than you do).
In fact, this was one of the first experiences I got the same day I arrive to the community.
Having beers with the community leaders37 after a communal activity, I took just some
minutes after my arrival to start talking about Lima. Then a kind of small debate or discussion
started between Don Antonio and Don Carlos, who knows more about Lima was the topic.
They both have worked in Lima in construction projects for many years, they both wanted me
confirm or reaffirm their statements and show that they know pretty good almost the whole
Peruvian capital. At the same time the other two person who did not know Lima were learned
by them, about Lima, its modernity, how big it is, the traffic, the new malls, the town, some
party places, urban areas in nice places, houses with swimming pools, they have worked on or
for, where their relatives live, where they have worked when they were in Lima, etc. This
effect was repetitive any time I met a comunero that have been in Lima before -most of them
are newcomers. He/she suddenly become proud and wanted to show how much they know
other cities. This attitude shows the importance of having been in the Capital and that they
have been in contact with the urban world.
A fifth new element that can be mentioned in the area is the new customs and expectations of
modernity or quest for progress as Odegaard (2006) called it. When talking about cultural
background it is possible to refer to the expectations or the vision of the world people have
acquired through time and experience and that is now part of them. Hence, the migration
process in Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa plays and important role in this case since it is a
way how people get in contact with urban or foreign cultures. Next to this it was a way how
people change the vision they used to have. In that sense young people and their parents in the
committee look to the cities as a goal to get more opportunities in education, work, health or
37

We were 7 people in the group, Don Carlos, Don Saturnino, Don Antonio Don Mariano and I knew Lima
while Don Felix and Don Mateo did not. From the group knowing Lima just Don Carlos and me were sober,
while the other were not that much clear. The reason why we were sober was that I had just arrived and Don
Carlos is profess evangelic religion, just like Don Felix and Don Mateo
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wealth. Parents want their children to go to Lima and study a profitable career in a university,
even though knowing that it could mean that in some years they will have to sell their land
since the family would become urban.
Modernization vs. backwardness is proposed by discourses developed by the State and
NGO’s, as a contrast between urban vs. rural, not to follow them is seen as wrong or as proof
of ignorance. On the one hand modernity is seen by comuneros as a way to getting ahead with
the urban world, to become more mestizos and less Indian as De la Cadena (2000) Altamirano
(1996) and Bleeker (2007) state. On the other hand following this path may lead to lose
cultural values, customs and traditions. In box 3 two examples are given about how
modernization and the contact of different cultural backgrounds are clashing in this context.
Factors like the media and tourism are also influencing this process even when they are
developed mainly in urban areas; radio can be listened almost within the whole province, it
plays modern music, coastal music. Next to that, entertainment facilities are offered to the
tourist to satisfy their needs and get more income. Victoria, a 17 years old girl, said that in
Huanta city (20 minutes walking from Ñahuinpuquio) are many discotheques, and that
Huanta has a nice night life were local people and foreign people confluence, local people
then, in some cases came from communities near by Huanta and dress themselves as urban,
using modern accessories and hair styles in order to do show themselves not as rural people
but as urban and modern.
A sixth element is drug traffic. It is not a new element but it is playing a role in
modernization. Since people working for them earn 100 US dollar per night, as it will be
explained in extend in the next section related to agriculture as a min source of income.
However, with this income young people, who are the target of drug trafficker to take drug
from one point to other, do not need to work in agriculture and have money enough to dress
themselves as urban and but accessories as mobiles phones, Dvd players, Mp3 speller, which
are showed to their friends as a proof of progress.
A seventh new element that arrived as a part of the migration process producing social change
is the arrival of the new evangelical churches in Ñahuimpuquio which has many followers in
the community. They hold their meetings on Thursday and Sunday evening. Opposite to the
well known strong affiliation to catholic churches in Ayacucho, there is no catholic church in
the community but two evangelic ones. When catholic people want to go to mass they have to
go to Huanta city, while the evangelic have the service in the same community, what implies
a stronger feeling of belonging and group structure. As far as it could be researched this two
evangelic churches were founded by farmers that came back from Lima, where they attached
and started to follow these religions, and now they are professing this religion within the
community and spread it to other comuneros. The effects that these situations bring to
irrigation management and cultural values have been mentioned in previous sections.
Another element related to modernization is the implementation of the PSI project and also
the activities of NGO’s as TADEPA. Both institutions, thought different approach, promote
the installation of pressurized irrigation systems. This also bring with it ideas of
modernization and progress that some farmers as Don Pedro are willing to receives and
applied in their fields. The fact that farmers are applying for the pipe canal projects also talks
about a quest for modernization.
After describing all these new elements taking place in the area as part of a process, it is
important to look at how farmers internalize modernization as part of the daily life. For
instance it is still possible to see typical dressed mamachas in the Saturday’s markets where
they come from different parts of Huanta in order to trade their crops, which is indeed a
traditional way to get food without using money. It also implied and established a kind of
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reciprocity between women since they are the one who developed this activity. Making
contrast with this is the fact that some of them carried with them mobiles phones. It is also a
fact that some relatives want their children to go to cities and study a profitable career that
may take them out of their current position in society.
Another way to show how internalize is the idea or modernization is looking in the
accessories farmers have in their homes. One or two radios in every single home is a kind or
requirement. The contrast can be observed, at least in this study, from the kitchen to the
bedroom. The kitchens are typical Andean or rural kitchens, a small room using firewood in a
home made stove and with big metallic pots. A small table and some chair or bench next to it
with almost all metallic accessories, meaning plates, cups, spoons and so on. Once it is
possible to enter to the bedroom in some houses or to the living room in the ones that have it,
the contrast is notorious related to the accessories, large screen TV, audio player and DVD
player in some of the houses.
All these elements refer to the modernization process that is not only to show to the outside
world or how to behave in an urban way to not show backwardness; but also is a process that
is been internalized by farmers. It is happening in the internal circle of a family. The same fact
that in the school children are required to work with internet getting in touch not any more
with the urban context surrounding them but to a globalized concept of being urban and
modern. In resume the modernization process is not a mere process that is taking the farmers
without reaction to this process, instead it has been assumed and internalize till some extent
by farmers in the committees. The limit or boundaries of this internalization are difficult to
establish, but what it observable is the fact that each day they get in contact with
modernization by different ways and elements which is causing the cultural clash and social
change.
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Box 4. Culture and modernity.
From these cases I want to describe how the migration process, the modernization trend and the quest for
progress given in this case by rural urban interconnection are provoking loss of identity, cultural values and
traditions, looking through the eyes of two local people.
Looking for traditional music:
I was having breakfast with my sobrinas* (nephews) before they go to school at 7 am, their father has gone
to their work in Huanta and their mother was in the field cutting alfalfa to feed the livestock and trade it in
the market. We were listening to the radio, cumbia music, I asked them for some traditional music to start
the working day, they search among the radio station and just one was playing it. Then I asked them who is
a traditional musician from Ayacucho, they could not give an answer further than the common ones I knew
beforehand (I must said that just knew a few and commercial ones not really traditional). Pushed by this
experience, that morning I decide to asked about music to local people, I took five moto-taxis (a popular
transport within rural areas, it is motorbike adapted to carried three people in the back part) to move to
different places in order to carried out my interviews and other issues. I asked for advice to all the drivers
about traditional music because I ‘wanted to buy’. They were between 18 and 30 years old and none of them
give me new names. Some of them told me that they were not from the area and they do not know much
about it, others give the common ones, Gaytan Castro, William Luna or Max Castro. Later, I went into a
small restaurant to have lunch and I saw in a corner a small showcase with some DVDs of Ayacucho’s
music, I talked with the owner and asked him about price and which one did he recommend me to buy,
which one was more traditional, then I got to know about Porfirio Aywar, Garcia Zarate and others. I told
him my experience in the moto-taxis and with my nephews, and the fact that young people were not
appreciating their own culture but the foreign one. The guy (33 years old) told me that in fact this is what is
happening in Ayacucho, people just listen to the radio where cumbia, regetton or other rhythms are played
but not huaynos; even in traditional parties few huaynos are listened. ‘We are losing our music, our
musicians, and our culture’ he said to me.
Mama Rebeca and the new comers
It was the second day of my field work in Ayacucho, I was in Huamanga getting to know the city, the
markets, cafes, theaters and looking for a place where to stay and to eat during the days I had to spend in
this area. While doing so I arrived to a small restaurant near by the center of the city. There were few people
having lunch there. The waitress was an 18 years old girl that seemed to be impressed by how tall I am,
asked me which country I was from, then I said from Peru. Some minutes later a lovely 70 years old lady
came out of the kitchen. Her name is mama Rebeca -it was the way how she introduced herself to me. She
told me that her granddaughter said that I was Peruvian but she thought I was kidding. We had a nice talk,
she gave me many advices where to go and where not to go, where to find things I may need, the places I
should visit and dangerous places. Then, since I felt that she was really opened to talk about different issues,
I decided to ask her about the time of violence. She told me, without being afraid or feeling shame how was
Ayacucho during the conflict, how bad and sad was that time. When we reach the topic of how much
Ayacucho has changed after the civil war, her temper changed. She got really annoyed when we started to
talk bout how much have Huamanga changed and the new people -the migrants- that arrive after the
conflict. It can be explained with the following statement she said to me ‘I am sure you will like
Huamanaga but not the people here, they are too envious, to materialist’. She told me that within the
pacification process a lot of people from different cities arrived to Huamanga. Since then Huamanga became
a different place from what it used to be. They are not really Huamanguinos (Huamanguinos de corazon),
they do not really care about Huamanga and its culture, and they just want to do business and money here.
Migrants, she said, do not have the spirit of a Huamanguino, because they came when everything was
solved and easy. ‘We, the real huamanguinos, try to keep the spirit of Huamanga, to host warmly the tourist
and show them our culture, for example in this restaurant we only serve typical dishes as a menu at low
prices and try to show our culture to the tourists through the cooking. The migrants just care of their
pockets, they raise prices according their convenience and they do not show anything’.

* The 5 daughters of the family who I stayed with during my field work use to call me friendly ‘tio’ (uncle).
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7.2

Agriculture as a main source of income?

There are just few farmers within the irrigation committees that earn a living from agriculture,
while most of the farmers need other jobs to subsist. These different sources of incomes are:
construction jobs or wage labour, whether in Construyendo Peru, in the Municipality, other
private projects or even in other areas, taxi driving and drug traffic as it was mentioned in the
last section.
First I will describe the role of agriculture as a main source of income within the irrigation
committees by taking the example of the two typical characters of this research. On the one
hand is Don Pedro, one of the few large landholders. He said that agricultural activities
demands a lot of time from him, over more since the only person helping him in the field is
his wife (his small son is studying in school in Huanta and the older ones are in Lima), despite
of this he has started to extent their field by growing Tara in the hill slopes. However, for him
agriculture is his main activity and his sole source of income. He has made contact whit an
NGO to increase his farm productivity and participated in courses about avocados production,
crop management, irrigation systems (drip irrigation). Therefore he is one of the most
interested in and the responsible of following the process of the pipe canal project, since, as
He told me, it may means the first step to modernization of the system.
On the other hand is Don Carlos, he arrived to the community as a son in law, his wife was
only given two small plots were they grow mainly avocado, alfalfa and maize. His four
daughters are in the school in Huanta, the older one is in the last year of high school and he
wants her to go to a university in Lima. However, by the afternoon, they -his daughters- help
with the household chores and grazing the cow while Doña Rebeca is doing other farm
activities or attends meetings in the community. Don Carlos and Doña Rebeca work together
in their farm during the early morning before he goes to his job in Huanta and Doña Rebeca
takes alfalfa to trade in the market. Don Carlos works in construction projects developed by
the municipality from eight in the morning to five or six in the afternoon. He is really proud
of his job; he said that he has a lot of experience from his work in Lima, that many engineers
know his work and call him and that he knows how to deal with the people in this business.
He reaffirms that for him and his family it will be really difficult lo live just from agriculture.
Like for Don Carlos, for most of the farmers in the committees agriculture is a part of their
total income. It is because agriculture gives them an income that is not always fixed and also
agriculture is developed in the ‘free’ time. However, it does not mean that agriculture is not
important for them, farmers ask for permission in their jobs in order to carry out harvesting or
cleaning the field or any special activities. Like Don Felix who had to cut his barley and clean
his plot, therefore he asks permission in the project he was working for, hopefully, as he said,
his boss understood his reason otherwise he would have to hire someone else to do this job for
him.
Given these reasons: the smallholding and the not fixed income in agriculture; it does not
cause surprise that most of the people attach themselves to the government program called
‘Construyendo Peru’ (Building Peru). Actually this was one of the first things that surprised
me when I arrived to the area, at the entrance of Huanta through the car’s window I saw many
people, women and men, of different ages working on the pavements of the street or painting
fences, all of them working in this program.
Construyendo Peru aims to employ rural local people to build rural schools, communal
buildings, preventive infrastructure, pavements or parks. The program employs women and
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men, with the same salary, sixteen nuevos soles per day (S./16.00/day)38. At least 20 persons
in Ñahuimpuquio were working for this program in building the fence for the school area.
They had previously built a sport court to practice soccer, volleyball and basketball. This
program is helping people to get an extra income, even though it may also affect their daily
livelihood. For instance Doña Maria was one of the women working in the fence building, the
remarkable issues is that at the same time, she was carrying her baby in her back using a
typical Andean blanket, while her eight years old daughter was in the school and the three
years old was waiting for her aside. Then her husband was working in construction projects in
Huamanga, he used to come to the community on weekends or twice a month, therefore she
needs the money to cover the expenses of the week.
Agriculture, then, has different roles, whether as a main activity or as a complementary source
of income. However, it depends on the amount of land a farmer owns. In the cases presented
in the last paragraphs the difference is clear between Don Pedro and Don Carlos, -characters
mentioned along this thesis- the first one is from the community, he did not leave the
community during the civil war and he may be considered a large landholder among the
comuneros. Therefore he invests all his time and effort in agriculture. While Don Carlos
arrived to the community 6 years ago as a son in law to work the small plots of land his wife
was given by her father. Therefore, Don Carlos has to divide his time and effort between his
two sources of income which are agriculture and construction work.
However, opposite from other cases researched where the market prices make the agriculture
non-profitable, in this case agriculture can be considered a profitable activity. In fact, the land
price in Ñahuimpuquio has increased in the last years since the area is well know for having
good quality soil. Currently a hectare of land cost around 10,000 US dollars. The avocados
and other fruits produced in the area are considered of good quality, and furthermore they are
being exported to different countries. Farmers consider that the last years the avocado has had
a good price in the market. Actually Don Carlos wants to buy a small plot of three quarters of
a hectare at eight thousand dollars to grow avocados, the owner of this plot offering it to him
months ago. He discussed with his wife and they have decided to buy it, so, he said that they
are now waiting for the owner to make the transaction. He considered that price is a little bit
high but at the same time he said that it is the actual rates for land. There is another case, Don
Saturnino, a 60 years old man; He just bought a small plot of approximately 700m2 near the
Moruro reservoir to grow alfalfa. He is from Cedropata, a neighbour community, where he
has other small plot but he said that he bought it because soil is good for agriculture and he
need the alfalfa to trade it in the market for other crops he does not grow.
Another issue that has to do with migration and modernization is the growth of urban areas.
For instance, going from Ñahuimpuquio to Huanta it is possible to observe many ongoing
constructions projects, small houses being embellished or new houses built. For that reason
once talking with local people, I argue that the problem in this area seems not to be lack of
money, because many people are building or embellishing their houses, so they have enough
money to cover their needs and to invest in their houses. The answer was that there are some
people who are in the drug business, transporting cocaine from the wild forest of Huanta to
other areas, or selling their coca leaves to drug traffickers. These people migrate temporally to
the forest and then come back with money, mostly these are the people who can built their
three floor houses and to embellish their front view or buy cars.
From the field work it is possible to say some and people in Huanta expressed the fact that
drug trafficking is also a reason why the price of the land not only in urban but also in rural
areas in Huanta has raise in the last years. They can pay high prices for a rural plot or a house,
38

Around 4,00 euros per day
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then people notice this and they ask higher prices for their land. However, this is not the only
problem caused by the drug trafficking, for example the already mentioned fact that some
young people is moving to this activity instead of sticking to agriculture.
Talking with Don Augusto, a 50 years old comunero, who came to me after a Balcompampa
distribution meeting carried a Sunday morning, He shared with me some experiences. We
were talking about the meeting and the topic under discussions on that day, I expressed to him
my concern about the fact that there were not many young people attending the meeting; most
of the farmers were over the forties. He told me that young people are not really interested in
agriculture as a work, for them it is more profitable to work carrying drugs from one point to
other in the wild forest during one or two nights. Then they will be paid around 100 US
dollars for doing this job. They do not spend too much time in farms with their families, some
of them just move to the forest and live from this kind of job, and when they come back they
spend more time in the city than in the community. In this way they can get access to modern
accessories and clothes. Don Augusto openly told me that he knows about it because he was
working in this business until the last year. He showed me his sport shoes and his nice jacket
as prove of it ‘They –drug traffickers- give you everything if you work for them; they want
you to be comfortable to walk and not to get sick’. He quit working on this business because
it has become too hard for him to walk that much, but his wife still works bringing some
traditional and native herbs from the forest, however, he pointed this as a reason for the low
involvement of young people in agriculture, this reason was confirmed with interviews to
other farmers.
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7.3

Conclusions

In this chapter it is clear that after the civil war the relation between rural areas and urban
areas in Huanta has been influenced by a trend to modernity. The discourse of modernity;
brought to the scene by the Government and NGO’s, depict urban as modern and rural as
backward (Vera & Zwarteveen, 2008; De Neve, 2003; Erman, 1998). However, it is not new
since many other researchers in Peru had pointed out this fact, and also the trend of
indigenous people to become more mestizos and less Indian, more urban and less rural39. This
trend can be observed in the clothes Andean people (women or men) wear, not only when
they visit cities, but also within the community; in the music they listen to and in the
accessories they use in daily life such as modern mobile phones. Odegaard (2006) stated in
her thesis that modernity can be seen as a quest to become different through moving forward
in social status, in order to reach progress and development. As it is possible to see in the case
of Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa, this process of modernization, product of a cultural
clash between urban and rural worlds, may lead to the loss of cultural values and to change
social structure within the community. This process is also seen by Carlos (1973) many years
ago and it is still valid and can perfectly apply to this research case; when he refers that
modernization involves not only socio-economic transformations but also loss of identity and
acculturation among certain groups. In this way migration process has an effect in community
structure with new leaders and new visions or expectations; and in irrigation management as
well, like in the cases of churches brought by migrants affecting the faenas and collectivity.
However, this process is not just a flow where farmers are just actors without decision
because to some extent they have made the decision to internalize this process to their
livelihood. All these ideas of modernity, quest for progress and the acculturation mentioned
by Carlos are not just part of the context in which Andean communities developed themselves
and have been influenced by in the last years. They are also a part of the decision made by
farmers to go for an objective, in this case to change their status and become more urban and
less rural. Internalization of the concept of modernization by acquiring accessories and the
change of the patterns of behaviour or dresses can be considered a proof of this choice.
Regarding the role of agriculture as a main source of income opposite to other cases, the
reason why some farmers look for other source of income is not because agriculture is a nonprofitable activity. In fact if a farmer would have the possibility, as Don Carlos, of buying
more land, he would do it. The problem in this case for farmers is the small landholding that
forces them to look for other jobs and source of incomes. Farmer as Don Pedro can make a
life out of agriculture while other farmers need other jobs to complement the income they get
from agriculture. Therefore, due to this difference of interest and necessity for water,
irrigation activities and water management are important issues to deal with within the
irrigation committees, not only for large landholder but also for the small landholders.
Linking the modernization and the fact that people are becoming more urban and less rural
and the role of agriculture is possible to think that in the near future whether modernization in
the irrigation system itself will take place, split up of the already small plots or disappearance
of the traditional management.

39
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Chapter 8: Conclusions of the research
The first conclusion that could be drawn from this research is that as Thesome (2003) states,
farmers are not passive actors, they do react and response to any kind of external intervention.
In this specific study, farmers’ responses to irrigation policies implementation give a clear
example of this fact.
For instance I argue that what happened in the community when coping with the ATDRA
requirement of a minimum number of committees to be able to create a commission, is a
process of mimicries, following what Boelens (2008) describes. The irrigation committees
were created and thus the commission registered in order to become formally recognized and
to ensure their source of water and get access to other benefits, rather than an adoption on
state model as a necessity for them. The system has always been a FMIS therefore it is not
possible to talk about IMT process, but just a registration of the WUA -the irrigation
committee. Instead of talking about an IMT process, what is happening in Peru is a neoliberalization process. Policy related to water resources follows a neo-liberal path, aiming for
water markets, allocation of water economically wise, modernization of the systems and
individual rights.
However, what is relevant about mimicry as a strategy of farmers is to define until what
extent this process is not affecting or changing traditional water management or cultural
values. I argue that it could affect them as far as policy or external elements together with a
modernization tend to have been internalized by farmers. For example it is said that
registration of the WUA in the ATDRA was a way to cope with a requirement and to get
access to other benefits like the already mentioned projects. Then, looking and applying to
these projects means, that they will be or are exposed to more interventions that would change
their irrigation system for a ‘modern’ one. They will also get access to the PSI sierra, even
more if they succeed on the first two projects (the pipe canal and the reservoir) to get drip
irrigation that requires a totally different way of O&M of the system. That is a goal for some
farmers in the committees, since it is regarded as modern and developed. It could also affect
the collective action and collectivity, since it is more an individual managed system. All these
decision are made by farmers themselves, therefore it is not possible to judge them, but to
understand them from their perspective and the context. However, mimicry can not be
understood as just wearing a mask and continue with the normal life getting benefits from it.
It must have consequence on local water management affecting irrigation activities since
some farmers start to internalize external elements, in this case national policy.
To some extent participation of farmer in policy implementation is seen as a way to convince
them, to ‘educate’ them, as it can be infer from the usage of the label water ‘culture’, then a
clear distinction of farmer who follows this culture and farmer who would be considered
backward. It is also a way to make them conscious about the convenience of certain policies,
instead of get feedback or their opinion as the interactive activity that should rule the
beginning of the process.
Within this process, the policy maker is influenced (but must be aware of them and recognize
them) by different forces or interest from the society, state and certain context, like in this
case the re-settlement after the violent conflict. Then he makes policy choices and send them
to be implemented on the field, whereas a discourse of participatory approach is used in its
implementation but not in its creation. Most of the time, policies are developed without
knowing the place and the context where it has to be implemented. Thereby the local idea that
farmers have about ‘gringos’ can also be considered as an idea towards any kind of external
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intervention. They do not know the context, do not understand the customs and cultural values
shaped irrigation; they do not share the same language neither the same vision.
Talking about the policy process, there is incongruence between the discourse of policy
makers or politicians and the way how policies have been implemented at field level. There is
also a contradiction that may be solved by considering the perspective or the background of
the observer. On the one hand implementation of policies can be considered successful since
many WUA have been registered in the ATDRA and in the JUDRA. On the other hand it can
also be considered unsuccessful since, until now, farmers just adopt a shape towards the
government but they still manage the system in a local way, and it is working well for them. It
could be, (as it is stated in chapter 6), that policies processes in Peru follow a top-down
approach, without recognizing the necessity of involving the actors in an interactive way.
This leads to an unsuccessful implementation or to conflict. From the annexes 4 that I
proposed, it can be deduced that there is always a risk and there is always a point where the
status quo is broken due to conflicts at field level since it is a cyclical process as stated by
Sosa (2008).
The Limpia acequia reinforces the argument of Beccar et al (2002) and Vincent (1998) that
such activities renew water rights and hydraulic property. With this collective work they also
reinforce and re-validate the values of respect and reciprocity taking place in the Andean
world. At the same time this collectivity is threatened by other cultural values as beliefs. In
this case the presence of two different religions is affecting not only irrigation activities but
the feeling of collectivity within the committees. In that sense it is possible to say that
reciprocity, as defined by Ostrom (1998), takes place in these committees, playing an
important role not only in irrigation management but also in daily life in community.
However, this is not the only case where water seems to have a character of solidarity. It
means that irrigation seem to be able to links different groups of people from different beliefs,
political affiliation or ethnics. I base this statement on a case on Sri Lanka, studied by Timmo
Gassbeek40, on my personal experience in Nepal and from this case in Peru. It is not possible
to refer to Hydro-solidarity, because this concept related upstream and downstream users in a
watershed and involve a payment for a kind of environmental services while it is a small
irrigation system managed by a community. While in this case solidarity refers to working
together and not affecting other water rights as consequence of not haring the same ‘cultural
values’. Different belief in Ñahuimpuquio might be affecting collective work but all farmers
still work together, all of them get their water right and are able to irrigate when they get the
turn.
Local rules that influence irrigation activities are shaped by cultural values. This is the case
with respect and reciprocity, they both are requirements to be considered good comunero thus
to get water rights. Therefore it is not possible to behold irrigation activities in isolation or
without considering cultural values and local rules. Local stories, tradition and customs that
shape this rules and values are then the base of the pillar where local water management rests
on.
Some local requirement to become a member of the irrigation committee do not figure in law
neither in the statutes given by the ATDRA, but they were created by farmers as local rules
decades ago and take places until now. The co-existence of these rules together with the
formal model confirms the existence of legal pluralism, and the above mentioned process of
mimicries.
40
This information was obtained by a personal interview last September, however the final draft and final
conclusion are not yet published.
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The violent conflict that took place in Peru is located within the state and civil society
context, proposed by Mollinga (2003). It does affect the three groups of irrigation activities
proposed by Uphoff (1986). Furthermore it also affects community life when as an effect of
such a context people migrates to other areas abandoned their hometown. Nevertheless the
effects of the conflict do not take shape only during the conflict Instead, the post-conflict
situation and the policies developed by government to manage like the migration process
produce what De la Cadena (2000) called ‘cultural clash’. Therefore migration process and its
subsequent rural-urban interconnections have brought to the communities at least 7 new
elements that influence and affect community life, even more when people internalize this
elements producing loss of cultural values and adopting new customs.
The modernization discourse was brought to the scene by the state and NGO’s, It shows urban
as modern and rural as backward (Vera & Zwarteveen, 2008; De Neve, 2003; Erman, 1998).
In that sense projects like PSI bring to the community another vision, an economic vision
looking for profitability and efficiency of water in order to reach development and progress.
All these ideas of modernity, quest for progress and the acculturation mentioned by Carlos are
not just part of the context in which Andean communities developed themselves and have
been influenced by in the last years. They are also a part of the decision made by farmers to
change their status thus become more urban and less rural. Internalization of the concept of
modernization by acquiring accessories and the changing the patterns of behave or dress can
be considered a proof of this choice.
Linking the modernization process and the fact that people are becoming more urban and less
rural oriented it is possible to foresee some issues. It is also possible to think that of scenarios
in the near future - whether modernization in the irrigation system itself will take place,
splitting up of the already small plots or disappearance of the traditional management
replaced by a modern one.
A clear effect of the armed conflict on irrigation activities is the fact that night irrigation was
not developed during that time while, now it is an important activity since the irrigation turn
of the committees goes from Thursday 6pm to Monday 6am. Therefore night irrigation is
required to cover as much plots as it is possible. Another fact was the absence of state
engineers at field level during that time, leaving the farmers without any assistance or support.
However farmer were more affected by the fact that they found themselves between two fires,
what provoked a feeling of insecurity and mistrust towards the government.
What I perceive as a result of surviving the conflict is a feeling of strong community structure
to face problems. Following Bahadur (2004), a conflict could be understood not only in a
negative sense but as a social phenomenon comprising governments, communities and
individuals. In that sense, paradoxically, even though during the conflict the communities’ or
farmers’ organization structure were badly hit and almost destroyed, after the conflict and
acknowledging that they had survived a war, using up to a certain extent their owns means
like rondas campesinas (peasant patrols) or Club the Madres (Mothers’ Club) as key
institutions, they now feel strong enough to fight any other problem. It also have given to
some farmers more influence in the decision making process within the irrigation committee.
Contrasting with other cases, in Ñahuimpuquio and Balcompampa agriculture can be
considered as a profitable activity. The problem is located in the landholdings, whether it is a
large landholder or small landholder who will define if agriculture is the sole source of
income or if farmers need extra sources of income. However, given this difference of interest
but the same necessity of the resource, irrigation activities and water management are
important issues to study that involve different level of struggles within the community. These
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struggles are locally managed by farmers based on local rules, therefore the necessity of
contextualize instead of applying universal recipes.
To finish this report there are two things that must be said. the first one is that in this ‘game’
where many actors and interests are involved; while the government thinks about farmers as
rebellious and backward, they are smart enough to cope with policies that follow foreign
interest and influence, and still get some benefit from them. It is done mainly by coordination
and working together. Second, that despite the conflict and the high numbers of people killed,
there is no evidence in this case about exclusion of accessing water due to political affiliation,
meaning that people who are suspicious of being or had been a terrorist, are now excluded
from water management. The same happened with regards of beliefs, what may bring to
consideration the solidarity character of water in irrigation management.
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Annex 1

Conceptual framework irrigation activities in context.
Adapted from Uphoff (1986) and Mollinga (2003)

IRRIGATION ACTIVITIES IN CONTEXT
STATE AND CIVIL
SOCIETY.

AGRO-ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM.
Organizational Activities
Decision making.
Communication.
Resource.
Conflict Management.

Water Use Activities.
Acquisition.
Allocation
Distribution
Drainage.

Control Structure Activities.
Design.
Construction.
Operation.
Maintenance.

AGRARIAN STRUCTURE.
Caste, Social Relations, religions, technology, market labour, urbanrural interconnections.

Irrigation Policy, Civil
War,
Donors Policy,
Development NGO’s

Annex 2

Statute model given by the ATDRA for the creation of irrigation committees.

ANEXO II
REGLAMENTO DEL COMITÉ DE REGANTES........................
TITULO I
DENOMINACIÓN, CONSTITUCIÓN, RECONOCIMIENTO, DOMICILIO Y DURACIÓN

Artículo 01 .- El presente Reglamento rige para los usuarios de agua con fines agrícolas y
pecuarios, denominada “Comité de Regantes..................................”de sigla (CORE........) de
la Comisión de “Regantes.........................., de la Junta de Usuarios del Distrito de Riego
Ayacucho (JUDRA), constituida en Asamblea General en la fecha ............/ ........../............, y
serán reconocidas por la Administración Técnica del Distrito de Riego Ayacucho (ATDRA). Se
constituye bajo el amparo del Decreto ley N° 17752 “Ley General de agua”, Decreto Supremo
N° 057 – 2000 – AG “Reglamento de organización de Usuarios del agua” y demás normas
concordantes y complementarias, Resolución Administración N° ..............- 200.. – CTAR –
AYAC – DRA/ATDRA, Que reconoce a la Comisión de Regantes ............................................
Artículo 02° . Tiene duración indefinida y domicilio en el sector ...............................................
del distrito de ............................... de la provincia de ................................. del Departamento
de Ayacucho.
TITULO II
DE LA FINALIDAD Y FUNCIONES
Artículo 03 .- La finalidad del Comité de Regantes ............................................., es participar
en coordinación con la Comisión de Regantes .........................................., JUDRA Y ATDRA,
activamente en las acciones que tiendan al desarrollo, manejo, conservación, preservación y
uso racional de los recursos agua y suelo con fines agrícolas y pecuarios.
Artículo 04 .- Son funciones del Comité de Regantes:
04.01 Participar en la formulación, ejecución y control de los Planes de Cultivo y Riego en
coordinación con la Comisión de Regantes ............................., y la JUDRA.
04.02 Controlar la distribución del agua en su ámbito del Sector de Riego, el rol de riego
aprobado por la Asamblea con conocimiento de la ATDRA y la JUDRA.
04.03 Participar en la ejecución de conservación y mantenimiento de la infraestructura
mayor y menor de riego, vías de Comunicación, edificaciones y construcciones, así
como en obras de defensas ribereñas de su Sector.
04.04 Contribuir proporcionalmente al financiamiento de la operación, conservación y
mantenimiento de las obras de regulación y conexas.
04.05 Apoyar bajo responsabilidad, a la Comisión de Regantes y a la JUDRA en la
cobranza de los aportes y/o cuota económicas de agua con fines agrarios, aprobados
en Asamblea General.
04.06 Promover las asistencia y participación de sus miembros a las reuniones y asambleas
que se convoque.
04.07 Participar en los proyectos de conservación de la foresta ribereña para prevenir el
efecto erosivo de las aguas, mediante trabajos de forestación y reforestación de fajas
marginales de los ríos.
04.08 poyar a la ATDRA en el cumplimiento de las disposiciones que dicte con relación a la
conservación y preservación del agua y protección de cuencas.

TITULO III
DE LAS OBLIGACIONES Y DERECHOS DE LOS USUARIOS DE AGUA
Obligaciones de los usuarios de agua
Artículo 05° Son obligaciones de los usuarios de agua, las siguientes:
05.01 Cumplir con las disposiciones que dicte la Autoridad Local de Aguas en coordinación
con la JUDRA, de conformidad a la Ley General de Aguas, sus Reglamentos y demás
disposiciones Jurídicas vigentes relacionadas al recurso agua.
05.02 Estar al día en el pago de las tarifas y cuotas que apruebe la Autoridad Local de
Aguas, sin cuyo requisito no podrá ejercer el derecho de recibir su dotación de agua,
ni tener la aprobación del Plan de Cultivo y Riego (PCR). Asimismo, no serán
resueltos los recursos administrativos (reclamos, quejas, oposiciones, recursos
impugnatorios u otros) presentados ante la Autoridad Local de Aguas ni ante las
Juntas Directivas de las organizaciones de usuarios.
05.03 Mantener operativa las obras, instalaciones e infraestructura hidráulica de su predio,
en condiciones adecuadas para el uso, evacuación y avenamiento de las aguas.
05.04 Contribuir proporcionalmente a la construcción y mantenimiento de las fijas
marginales caminos de vigilancia.
05.05 Usar el agua para el objeto que le fuera otorgado, evitando interferencias con otros
usos.
05.06 Asistir y participar en las reuniones y asambleas convocadas por los Presidentes de
las Juntas Directivas de sus organizaciones de usuarios o por la Autoridad Local de
Aguas.
26.4 Participar en la elección de su Junta directiva.
26.5 Dar aviso oportuno a los responsables de la distribución del agua, cuando por
cualquier causa justificada no utilice total o parcialmente, las aguas otorgadas.
05.09 Apoyar a su comisión de Regantes en la ejecución de sus planes y programas
aprobados para el cumplimiento de sus objetivos y metas.
05.10 Los usuarios del agua de riego en sus parcela deberán construir obligatoriamente un
canal de drenaje al pie de la parcela para recoger las aguas excedentes del riego
para evitar daño económico a terceros.
Derechos de los usuarios de agua hábiles.

Artículo 06 .- Son derechos de los usuarios de agua hábiles:
06.01 Tener voz y voto en las asambleas y reuniones a las que se les haya convocado.
06.02 Recibir la dotación de agua que le corresponde de acuerdo al rol de riego establecido
y a las condiciones de disponibilidad de agua.
06.03 Elegir y ser elegido para conformar la Junta Directiva de su Comité de Regantes y/o
Comisión de Regantes.
06.04 Tener igualdad de oportunidad en los programas de capacitación técnica y en general
recibir los beneficios que su organización de usuarios establezca.
06.05 Otros derechos que la normatividad de su organización le señalen.
TITULO IV
DE LOS ÓRGANOS DE GOBIERNO
Artículo 07 . Constituyen órganos de Gobierno de Comité de Regantes:
a)
b)

La Asamblea General de Regantes
La Junta Directiva.

CAPITULO I
DE LA ASAMBLEA GENERAL DE REGANTES
Artículo 08 . La Asamblea General de Regantes es el órgano superior del Comité de
Regantes y estará constituida por los usuarios hábiles inscritos en el Padrón de Usuarios de
la ATRA y la JUDRA.
Artículo 09 . La Asamblea General de Regantes quedará legalmente constituida si después
de 30 minutos de la hora indicada en la citación para la primera convocatoria se contase con
el quórum establecido de usuarios de agua hábiles. Si no se alcanzara este porcentaje a la
hora señalada para la segunda convocatoria la Asamblea quedará automáticamente
constituida con el número de usuarios hábiles asistentes.
Artículo 10 . Corresponde a la Asamblea General Extraordinaria:
10.01 Dar conformidad al valor de la cuota propuestas por la Junta Directiva, cuando la
circunstancia lo requiere y no esté previsto en el Programa Anual de trabajo, para su
posterior autorización de cobranza vía Resolución Administración expedida por la
Autoridad Local de Aguas; la cual será abonado por todo los usuarios del ámbito del
Comité de Regantes, La supervisión y control del manejo de esta cuota corresponde
a la JUDRA.
10.02 Acordar la renovación de miembros de la Junta Directiva
CAPITULO II
DE LA JUNTA DIRECTIVA
Artículo 11° . La Junta Directiva está integrado por cuarto (04) miembro: un Presidente, un
Secretario, un Tesorero y un Vocal. El Vocal reemplazará al Secretario en caso de ausencia.
La Junta Directiva del Comité de Regantes se renovará cada tres (3) años, pudiendo
ser reelegida de inmediato, sólo para un período consecutivo. Para volver a postular como
directivo, cualquiera de los miembros de una ex – Junta, debe haber transcurrido como
mínimo un período, sujetos a los requisitos vigentes..
Los miembros cesantes están obligados, bajo responsabilidad penal, a entregar
dentro de los treinta días posteriores al cese, a la nueva Junta Directiva, los estados de
cuentas de los ejercicios en que ocupó el cargo y demás documentos y libros de la
organización, así como el Patrimonio de la institución, bajo cargo e inventario.
Artículo 12° . Son atribuciones y obligaciones de la junta Directiva del Comité de Regantes.
12.01 Cumplir y hacer cumplir los acuerdos de la Asamblea General y el reglamento.
12.02 Administrar los recursos económicos en armonía con sus fines.
12.03 Dar cuenta a la Comisión de Regantes sobre la ejecución de sus planes y programas,
así como el correspondiente manejo presupuestal. Asimismo, les remitirá
documentación relativa a las tareas y jornales empleados en las labores de
mantenimiento de la infraestructura de riego y drenaje y de la ejecución y control de
la distribución del agua.
Artículo 13° . La Junta Directiva deberá sesionar por lo menos cada tres meses en forma
ordinaria, y en forma extraordinaria cuando lo decida el Presidente de la Junta Directiva o lo
pida la mitad más uno de sus miembros, tomándose los acuerdos por mayoría simple, siendo
el quórum mínimo de cuatro miembros.

Artículo 14° . Funciones del Presidente de la Junta Directiva:
14.01 Representar legalmente al Comité de Regantes.
14.02 Convocar y presidir las sesiones de la Junta Directiva y de la Asamblea General.
14.03 Emitir voto dirimente en caso de empate en la votación.
14.04 Cumplir y hacer cumplir el presente Reglamento, los acuerdos de la Asamblea
General, de la Junta Directiva.
14.05 Firma las actas de las Sesiones ordinarias y extraordinarias conjuntamente con el
Secretario, así como las de las Asambleas Generales.
14.06 Firmar con el Tesorero los documentos de gastos y rendición.
14.07 Asistir a las reuniones que convoque la Autoridad Local de Aguas así como emitir los
informes que ella le solicite.
Artículo 15° . Son atribuciones y funcionamiento del Tesorero:
15.01 Pagar los gastos ordenados por el presidente, así como cobrar los servicios y los
recibos por concepto de cuotas aprobadas que deben de pagar los usuarios.
15.02 Presidente a l Junta Directiva el estado de gastos trimestralmente.
15.03 Presentar a consideración de la Asamblea General, al final de cada ejercicio, el
balance anual.
15.04 Cobrar la tarifa y/o cuotas establecidas.
Artículo 16° . Son funciones del secretario:
16.01 Llevar los libros de actas de la Asamblea General.
16.02 Transcribir los acuerdos de la Asamblea General.
16.03 Con conocimiento del presidente, informar acuerdos y resoluciones tomadas, hacer
las citaciones para reuniones de la Junta Directiva o Asamblea, pasar lista, anotar el
quórum, hacer consignar en las actas el texto integro de mociones y dar el curso
respectivo.
16.04 Llevar los libros de registros, del padrón e inventario patrimonial
Artículo 17°. Es función del Vocal:
17.01 Apoyar en las gestiones que la Junta Directiva encomiende.
17.02 Asumir el cargo de otros miembros de la Junta Directiva vacantes en orden
ascendente, hasta el nivel de Secretario.
TITULO V
DEL RECONOCIMIENTO DE LA JUNTA DIRECTIVA
Artículo 18° . Las Juntas Directivas serán reconocidas, mediante Credenciales expedida por
la Autoridad Local de Aguas, en un plazo de cinco días de recepción del Acta de elección y
presentación de los requisitos.
Artículo 19° . Constituyen recursos económicos del Comité de Regantes
a)
Las tarifas y cuotas por uso de agua con fines agrarios.
b)
Los préstamos que se obtengan.
c)
Las donaciones, interesas que devenga su capital y otros ingresos diversos.
d)
Las multas que se cobran por faltas y por incumplimiento de acuerdos tomados.
Artículo 20° . Los ingresos económicos del Comité de Regantes se destinarán, bajo
responsabilidad penal, a sus fines específicos.

Artículo 21 °. Las cuotas son contribuciones económicas que deben abonar obligatoriamente
los usuarios de agua del Comité de Regantes para la ejecución de una determinada obra o
actividad no prevista en el Programa Anual de trabajo y aprobado por la Asamblea General
Extraordinaria respectiva.
TITULO VII
DE LOS LIBROS
Artículo 22° . La Junta Directiva del Comité de Regantes, llevará los siguientes libros.
- De Actas de Asamblea General y de Junta Directiva;
- De Control de Gastos;
- De inventario de bienes; y ,
Asimismo, contarán con una relación de usuarios de agua hábiles elaborada sobre la
base del Padrón de Usuarios, actualizado proporcionado por la Autoridad Local de
Aguas.
Artículo 23°. Los libros a los que se refieren el artículo precedente, deberán ser legalizados
por el Juez de Paz del Distrito de ............................ o del Notario Público de la Provincia de
............. ......... No tendrán valor las actas, registros o asientos inscritos en libros no tendrán
valor las actas, registros o asientos inscritos en libros no legalizados.
TITULO VII
DE LAS ELECCIONES DE LAS JUNTAS DIRECTIVAS
Artículo 24° . La elección de la Junta Directiva del Comité de Regantes se realizarán por la
convocatoria de los usuarios y la orientación de la comisión de regantes, asesorado por la
ATDRA.
Artículo 25° . El número de votos a que tiene derechos cada usuario de agua hábil, está
únicamente en relación a la suma total de hectáreas bajo riego, que figuren en el Padrón.
TITULO IX
DE LAS SANCIONES Y DE LA REMOCIÓN
Artículo 26°. Los usuarios de agua hábiles integrantes del comité de Regantes, que no
concurran al acta electoral ni a las sesiones de Asamblea General, sean éstas Ordinarias o
Extraordinarias, y faenas serán sancionados con multa de S/ 10.00
26.1
26.2
26.3

La inasistencia de los Directivos y delegados a las Asambleas Generales, Ordinarias
o Extraordinarias, o a las sesiones de la Junta Directiva cuando les corresponda, será
sancionada con multa de S/ 20.00.
Por daños a la infraestructura de riego, será sancionado previa valorización del año
ocasionado y una multa de S/ 150.00
El ancho del camino de vigilancia del canal principal, queda establecido de la
siguiente manera: al lado izquierdo 03 metros y el lado derechos 02 metros; para
canales laterales el camino de vigilancia será de 01 metros al lado izquierdo y de 0.5
metros al lado derecho. En caso de incumplimiento, será sancionado con una multa
de S/ 150.00 á S/3.000.00.

26.4
26.5

Por contaminar las aguas de riego, serán sancionados con multa de S/ 300.00.
Aquellos usuarios de agua que no cumplan con lo especificado en el presente
reglamento; cuotas, multas, se les suspenderá la dotación de agua hasta que
cumplan con pagar. Si persiste se le comunicará a la Autoridad Local de Aguas para
proceder al cobro en forma co – activa.
Artículo 27° . Los miembros de la Junta Directiva que no cumplan con presentar las
rendiciones de gastos dentro de los plazos establecidos en el presente Reglamento serán
sancionados por la autoridad, con una multa mayor á S/ 1,000.00 sin perjuicio de tener que
presentar los documentos requeridos.
Artículo 28° Son causales de remoción de alguno o de todo los miembros de la Junta
Directiva del Comité de Regantes:
28.01 Aprovecharse del cargo para obtener ventajas personales debidamente demostrados.
28.02 Faltar injustificadamente a las reuniones de la organización de usuarios, durante tres
veces consecutivas, o cinco veces alternas durante su mandato.
28.03 Tener procesos judiciales
Serán causales de remoción automática:

28.04 La pérdida definitiva de su condición de usuarios de agua.
28.05 Transgredir la Legislación de Aguas, sus Reglamentos y demás disposiciones
legales.
28.06 Por reorganización total o parcial del ámbito de su Jurisdicción, decretada por la
Autoridad Local de Aguas.
28.07 El cumplimiento en el pago de la tarifa de agua y cuotas.
28.08 El arrendar o transferir su propiedad, sin mantener el área mínima legal necesario
para ser Directivo de una Comisión de Regantes.
28.09 Propiciar o conformar organizaciones paralelas a aquellas reconocidas por la
Autoridad Local de Aguas respectivas o la Dirección de Aguas.
28.10 Ser condenado a pena privativa de libertad.
La Autoridad Local de aguas correspondiente declarará la remoción automática de
los miembros que incurran en las causales mencionadas, mediante Resolución
Administrativa, en plena coordinación con la Comisión y/o JUDRA.
DISPOSICIÓN COMPLEMENTARIA
Primera . El Comité de Regantes mediante su Junta directiva debe elegir a un tomero o
repartidor de aguas que haga cumplir los turnos establecidos.
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Annex 3

Policy implementation at field level: effects and responses. A framework to
understand how policy go from the papers to the real world.
Adapted from Sutton (1999) and Sosa (2008)
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